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FOREWORD

The Office of Health and Environmental Research (OHER) of the U.S.
Department of Energy conducts a broad multidisciplinary research program
which includes basic biophysics, biophysical chemistry, molecular and
cellular biology as well as experimental animal studies and opportunistic
human studies. This research is directed at understanding how low levels of
radiation of various qualities produce the spectrum of biological effects
that are seen for such exposures. This workshop entitled "Mechansims of
Radiation Interaction with DNA: Potential Implications for Radiation
Protection" was held January 2 and 3, 1987, in San Diego, California. It
was jointly sponsored by the Department of Energy and the Commission of
European Communities. The aim of the workshop was to review the base of
knowledge in the area of mechnaisms of radiation action at the DNA level,
and to explore ways in which this information can be applied to the
development of scientifically sound concepts and procedures for use in the
field of radiation protection. The overview of research provided by this
multidisciplinary group will be helpful to the Office in program planning.

This report includes a summary of the presentations, extended abstracts, the
meeting agenda, research recommendations, and a list of participants. The
Department greatly appreciates the contributions of each participant and is
expecially grateful to Dr. John Ward and his staff for invaluable assistance
to Drs. Benjamin J. Barrihart and Matesh Varma (OHER) in organizing and
nesting this very successful workshop at the University of San Diego School
of Medicine. The Department also acknowledges the fine job by the ad hoc
committee which was assembled to write the summary. This dedicated group
was co-chaired by Drs. Warren K. Sinclair (NCRP) and R.J. Michael Fry (ORNL)
and included Drs. Aloke Chatterjee (LBL), Charles Geard (Columbia), Robert
Griffith (L1NL), Eric Hall (Columbia), Herwig Paretzke (I. fur
Strahlenschutz, Munich), Kenneth Wheeler (Bowman Gray), and Robert Yoder
(DOE).

Robert W. Wood, Ph.D.
Acting Associate Director for Health
and Environmental Research

Office of Energy Research
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SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP PRESENTATIONS

Concepts of RBE and Absorbed Dose:

Improvements In risk estimates of exposures to occupational,

environmental and diagnostic low-LET radiation require more human data from

exposures to high doses and appropriate models of dose response on which to

base extrapolation from high to low doses. Molecular and chromosome studies

will improve the understanding of mechanisms and therefore, dose-response

relationships of the initial events. Although the initial events are

obligatory, it is the host or constitutional factors that determine expression

of the initial events and thus the incidence of cancer. The host factors also

have to be studied at the tissue and whole-animal level.

In the case of high-LET radiation, risk estimates must depend upon

experimental animal data, and perhaps human chromosome studies, because there

are no appropriate human cancer data. There is some discontent with the

current use of RBE values. One alternative is to determine directly the risk

of induction of specific cancers by neutrons, and other high-LET radiations,

in experimental animals and to extrapolate the risk across species. Such an

approach entails validation and acceptance of the methods of extrapolation.

While studies at the molecular level are Important, studies at the whole-

animal level are essential.



Dosimetry is central to the determination of dose-effect responses.

While absorbed dose is an appropriate description for high-level exposures

that involve multi-cell effects, it is quite unsuitable for single cell

effects, such as cancer at low exposure levels. Dose confounds physics with

biology and it is suggested that the correct approach to dose and R6E involves

the use of the hit-size effectiveness function (HSEF). The HSEF represents

the probability of a biological response as a function of the lineal energy

density (fZ). The use of this function allows responses to be related to the

deposition of energy in a more meaningful way than dose. The deficiencies of

absorbed dose become particularly apparent in the determinations of relative

biological effectiveness (RBE). In its current use, there is the implication

that RBE is a measure of both the probability and severity of the effect

combined in one variable. But, in fact, severity is not appropriately

represented. The use of the HSEF and hit-size distribution can replace RBE.

This approach appears to have promise but further research is required to

bring its potential to fruition and establish how it can be applied.

Energy Deposition at the Molecular and Cellular Levels

Reviews were presented of work aimed at understanding and describing

energy deposition from ionizing radiation (charged particles) in molecular and

cellular dimensions. Research in this area has involved development and use

of computer codes that predict the spatial distribution of energy from charged

particles with a range of LET values. The problems associated with accurate
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dosimetry of particles having ranges that are short compared with cellular

dimensions were discussed, as were the results of calculations that predict

the dose responses of individuals, using ICRP concepts. These calculations

illustrate the degree of statistical uncertainty associated with the

biological response, and thus indicate the need to avoid placing undue

emphasis on the exact shape of the dose response curve.

Sample calculations were presented from a Monte Carlo code, developed at

ORNL, that simulates the energy deposition patterns from charged particles in

water, and the subsequent migration of the reactant chemical species (OH, H,

e~aq, H30
+, 0H~, and H 20 2). These species were tracked from ICT^S to

2.8.10 S. Calculations have been performed for electrons, protons and alphas

that illustrate energy deposition patterns in relation to DNA molecular

dimensions. These predict the number of direct physical and indirect chemical

reactions that occur with the DNA as a function of time after primary particle

passage. G-value calculations are in good agreement with data from other

researchers. An experimental technique was proposed for studying individual

charged particle interactions using optical detection of electron Interactions

by light emission from excited gas molecules.

Models of Radiation Action on DNA

Many models of radiation action have been proposed over the past half a

century, and at different times have played a significant role in the

development of the field. Some models are restricted to a specific in vftro

situation and serve little purpose other than curve fitting. Other models are

"global" in the sense that they attempt to describe the behavior of intact

cells to lethal damage or to heritable non-lethal effects such as mutagenesis
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and carclnogenesis. toosi earlier models attempted to describe observable

biological effects in terms of early physical events concerned with the

pattern of energy deposition. Later models attempt to introduce repair of

radiation damage, and therefore also to take into account the time sequence in

which radiation is delivered.

Within a given class of models, the basic philosophy and explanation for

the sequence of events may be very different for the various models, but

nevertheless they are all sufficiently flexible that they provide an

acceptable fit to the data! The basic problem is that experimental data are

never sufficiently precise, nor predictions of the various models sufficiently

different, for definitive choices to be made between rival hypotheses or

models.

There is a distinction between models which fit data and may be useful to

extrapolate and Interpolate and models which are based on a theory or a

hypothesis. A model should do two things. First, adequately fit the data

with a minimum number of parameters and second, be formulated in such a way

that the basic hypothesis or premise can be tested by experiment.

Radical Production in DNA by Radiations

Reviews focused on the role of radical production on DNA damage. These

Included theoretical concepts involved in DNA strand breaks. Base release

always accompanies OH radical attack resulting in a single strand break. The

hydroxyl radicals are most Important, and the damage that results is more

Important than direct excitation in the DNA molecule for low-LET (lightly

ionizing) radiation. For high-LET radiation, however, direct ionization of
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the sugar moieties is most important, and RBE values greater than 1 are due to

direct interaction by the charged particle. In systems that are highly

scavenged, such as the cell, double strand breaks vary linearly with dose.

Experimental studies primarily focused on production of radical species

in DNA. Measurements were made at 77^K, using electron spin resonance (ESR)

spectroscopy. Measurements at higher temperatures are difficult because other

processes compete with electron transfer. Thymlne anions and guanine cations

were the only radicals detected using ESR, and sugar radicals have not been

found. Recent work on plasmids suggests that these ion radicals are likely to

lead to double strand breaks which may dominate those produced by hydroxyl

radicals.

Molecular Changes in DNA and VI. DNA Repair Processes

Although it has been known for decades that radiation can cause cells to

nutate, to transform and to die, the exact mechanisms responsible for these

biological phenomena remain largely unknown. The data argue convincingly that

the genetic material is usually the critical target. Energy deposition events

interact with the DNA and its associated proteins to initiate a chain of

events that results in the cell being either indistinguishable from Its

unirradiated state or mutated, transformed or killed. Evidence is rapidly

accruing that most, if not all, the biological consequences of these energy

deposition events are potentially modifiable by repair processes; e.g., the

presence of repair genes or changes in temperature during repair can alter the

slope of dose-response curves that have no shoulder.

Time for repair appears to be an important consideration in estimating
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risk. Complete recovery or repair may require days or weeks rather than

minutes or hours. The data suggest that when cell lethality is used as the

endpoint, complete repair or recovery is possible even at moderately high

total doses if the dose rate is low enough or the time interval between doses

is adequate. Furthermore, the number of transformed foci induced in some cell

systems seems to be dose rate dependent for both low- and high-LET

radiation. Repair rate may also be important for mutation induction.

Delaying repair for a few hours can increase both cell killing and the

mutation frequency in repair proficient or repair deficient mammalian cells.

The spectrum and distribution of lesions may also be important for

assessing the risks from exposure to radiation of different qualities. The

spectrum of lesions induced in DNA can vary with wavelength, size of the

energy deposition event, base sequence, conformation of the DNA and redox

state of the cells. The distribution of strand breaks and base lesions on

opposite strands of the DNA can create situations where no template exists to

insure that the correct base sequence is restored during repair. The

probability of inducing these local multiple damage sites increases with

increasing size of the energy deposition events. Repair of these sites must

involve recombination mechanisms, if such mechanisms exist In mammalian cells.

To determine the relative role of each of these mechanisms in the

production of the biological consequences of exposure to low and moderate

doses of radiation requires the development of sensitive assays for detecting

chemically distinct DNA lesions. Monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies, high

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and gas chromatography combined with

mass spectrometry (GC/MS) techniques are being developed for the detection of

specific DNA lesions. HPLC with fluorescence detection of adenosine damage
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products and GC/MS are able to detect quantitatively nucleoside damage at

doses below 10 Gy in mammalian cells; this is approaching the dose range

required to provide information relevant to many risk assessment questions,

Chromosomal Aberrations

In considering the biological consequences of ionizing radiations it is a

logical progression to move from the physics of energy deposition, to the

induction and early dispersion of radiolytic products, to the formation of

radicals in or around DNA, to molecular changes in DNA, their repair and/or

misrepair and ultimately to chromosomal changes. Chromosomal alterations are

responsible for a significant proportion of cellular lethality and of genetic

nutations, as well as being specifically associated with human cancers. Given

that chromosomal alterations are the harbingers of later change, information

pertinent to the nature of the responsible lesions, the spectrum of aberration

types as a function of LET, and their relevance as a source of comparatively

readily obtained data for the regulation of human radiation exposures are

matters of considerable importance.

Among the extensive array of lesions induced in cellular DNA by ionizing

radiations, [single strand breaks (SSB's), double strand breaks (DSB's), base

damage, mismatches, DNA-DNA cross links and DNA-protein cross-links] double

8trand breaks seem to be of most importance In the production of chromosomal

aberrations. A number of approaches using selective inhibitors of DNA

repair/replication and enzymes to modify radiation-induced damage in viable

cells were considered. The use of Neurospora endonuclease that recognizes

SSB's in DNA and converts them into DSB's; of restriction endonucleases as

inducers of specific lesions, either blunt or cohesive ended DSB's; and of DNA
7



repair inhibitors along with an evaluation of chromosomal types and

frequencies all Indicate the importance of the DSB in aberration formation.

However, analyzing chromosomal aberrations at mitosis is still far removed in

time from the initial energy deposition events. This has been elegantly

circumvented by examing chromosomal changes in interphase using the premature

chromosome condensation (PCC) technique, which also allows elucidation of the

role and timing of repair processes in the formation of chromosomal

aberrations. The results of such studies have reinforced the importance of

the DSB in aberration formation.

Developing further from this understanding is the realisation that

aberrations form largely from the interaction of pairs of entities

(breaks/lesions/DSB's) and hence interaction distance can control aberration

formation. This is at present puzzling in that (for low-LET radiations)

Interaction distances for lesion interaction appear to be of the order of a

few to a few tens of nanometers in the initial (linear) part of the dose-

response curve and micrometers in the latter (quadratic) part of the dose-

response curve. Overall, for ionizing radiations an important determinant of

aberration frequency is the linear energy transfer (LET) of the radiation.

When studying radiations of well characterized LET, knowledge of the

morphometry of the Irradiated cell leads to a direct estimate of aberrations

per particle. One energy deposition event per nucleus is the ultimate low

dose and such an approach bypasses traditional concepts of absorbed dose and

relative biological effectiveness. Furthermore, while there are variations in

sensitivity to aberration induction through the cell cycle which must be

accounted for, as LET per particle increases linearly, aberration frequency

increases quadratically. For example, if one particle per nucleus at 100

keV/rem induces about 1 aberration in every 10 cells, then one particle per
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nucleus at 1 keV/rem induces 1 aberration in every 10 cells (based on In

vitro studies).

The regulation of radiation exposures on the basis of frequency of

chromosome breaks or measurable alterations in DNA is appealingly simple but

it can only be considered in relation to an established baseline. The

variability in the frequency of genetic diseases, the susceptibility to

specific cancers and heterogeneity of the human species emphasizes the

importance of differences. Ongoing surveys examining individual cellular

sensitivities to a variety of agents (including radiation) and establishing

correlations will provide a benchmark, but it is not improbable that

establishing causality between dose and effect at low doses will be:masked by

inherent variabilities. Establishing individual sensitivities raises the

possibility (or specter) of genetic screening of individuals for particular

occupational roles. Alternatively (or concomltantly) understanding the

biochemical basis of sensitivity and hence mechanisms allows consideration of

reducing risk by designed intervention.

Establishment of benchmarks is particularly pertinent for germinal

mutations in man. Though the number of well characterized genetic diseases in

man is increasing rapidly and frequencies of many can be readily established

from studies of newborns and/or older cohorts the rarity of new events renders

difficult ascertainment of probable cause. Protein electrophoretic patterns,

hemoglobin variants and enzyme deficiencies ponderously establish some

estimates of genetic change while the frequency of sentinel phenotypes and of

the pre- and post-natal mortalities allow other estimates. Clearly

chromosomal abnormalities are associated with spontaneous abortion and gross

chromosomal changes overwhelm single gene mutations in early mortality,



however, estimating genetic change per se in survivors Is undergoing a

transformation. Newar techniques, such as 2D electrophoresis and direct

examination of DNA sequences by restriction endonuclease digestion, by DNA-DNA

hybridisation, and by DNA-RNA hyridlsation, can establish unique heritable

changes in offspring that are not present in parents. It should however be

noted that these approaches allow addition to the data base on overall genetic

change while not necessarily contributing to the data base on genetic Joad.

The extensive recent studies of chromosome aberrations, particularly with

human lymphocytes, add weight to the contention that double strand breaks are

probably, either directly or indirectly, the most important lesions that lead

to aberration formation. The evidence, while still circumstantial, is very

convincing.

One of the most exciting areas to evolve in recent years has been the

observation of an association between certain cancers and specific chromosome

changes. This has two most important implications. First, it is one of the

most encouraging pieces of evidence that it may one day be possible to put a

"signature" to a specific malignancy - i.e., to know with some certainty

whether radiation, chemical or virus was the causative agent. Second, it

provides observable and convincing support for the mechanisms of cancer

induction at the molecular level.

An important area is the use of chromosome observations as a biological

dosimeter. It is important to develop techniques to improve sensitivity at

low doses (less than 10 rads).
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Genotoxic Survey

A presentation was made on the potential of screening in human

populations for variations in responses to certain genetic assays (i.e., a

genotoxic survey). The assays include those for unscheduled DNA synthesis,

ionizing radiation sensitivity, susceptibility to cross linking agents,

(mitomycin C) and susceptibility to alkylating agents (MNNG, etc.). Some

preliminary studies had already been undertaken in a volunteer population but

no very significant differences have been observed.

In another human population of special clinical interest, measurements of

radiosensitivity indicated lower values of Do (the reciprocal of the slope of

tba exponential survival curve for cloned cells) than for normal people in AT

homozygotes. A small number of AT heterozygotes had intermediate values.

These studies are very preliminary and the potential of genotoxic

screening has yet to be explored.
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SUMMARY OF PANEL DISCUSSION

A number of selected speakers set the scene for discussions of subjects

ranging from the pragmatic approach to the setting of radiation protection

standards and their application, to the salient radiation-Induced molecular,

chromosomal and cellular changes involved in genetic effects and cancer.

Ionizing radiation is ubiquitous, in the form of natural background radiations

but, in addition, an appreciable number of persons are exposed

occupatlonally. However, the average occupational dose is low and in fact is

comparable, but additional, to that received by the general population from

natural sources. Two major sources of population exposure, radon from natural

sources and x rays and radionuclides in medical procedures, vary considerably

in their contribution to individual population doses. Because all of these

doses, including occupational, are low, it Is the effects, if any, of low

doses that are of special interest in radiation protection. At these low

doses the biological effects of concern are cancer and get.^tic effects.

The increasing amount of data from the study of atomic bomb survivors and

from some other sources will allow better risk estimates of cancer induction

from low-LET radiation as time goes on. However, the improvement in risk

estimates will largely be for doses greater than about SO rem. Therefore, the

estimates of risk from low-LET radiation at low doses will still depend on

extrapolation and dose-response models. Currently, curvilinear responses are

considered appropriate for all solid cancers except breast and thyroid, for

which linear responses are favored. Although the simplicity of these dose-

responee models has practical advantages, 6uch a complex process as radiation-

induced cancer, involving a number of time- and dose-dependent factors

requires considerable sophistication. Indeed, experimental observations of
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animal tumors show a wide variety of responses. Since occupational exposures

are at low-dose rates or in small fractions it is essential to understand the

effects of dose rate and fractionation. Some experimental observations of the

effects of protraction and fractionation, with high-LET radiation, appear to

be at odds with accepted biophysical and biological models because the effect

with protraction is greater than with single doses. A better understanding of

the variety of phenomona observed is required. Furthermore, little is known

about the role of repair in the induction of cancer following irradiation.

In the case of high-LET radiation, risk estimates will, for some time,

6till depend on the use of RBE values determined on experimental systems and

more and more information is needed on the more relevant of these systems.

Alternatives, however, must also be sought. Some of the discussants were

quite optimistic about the possibilities of extrapolating risk estimates

instead of RBE values across species. Possible methods of extrapolation

across species can be tested using the accumulating data from human and

experimental animal studies.

A driving force in the radiation protection field is the As U>w As

Reasonably Achievable (ALAPA) principle. Improvements in technology and the

comparatively minor economic impact of reducing exposures have made it

possible to decrease occupational exposure levels, especially in the nuclear

Industry. These reductions instigated by the industry have preceeded the

decreases in maximum permissible doses considered by the regulatory bodies.

In health physics, improvements in dosimetry must be practical and cost

effective. The advantages of measurement of Y spectra instead of dose are

limited, but important in the case of mixed fields that occur in certain

activities in the nuclear industry. Such measurements can be carried out by
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small portable proportional counters that have been developed in Europe and

the U.S. For radiation field measurements, a size of a 7 pm sphere was

considered practical and suitable on the criterion that it would represent a

"dose" at a size comparable to a cell. It was emphasized that for most of the

experimental work, measurements need to be made at the much smaller sizes that

are appropriate to the question being asked, perhaps, of the order of

nanometers. It was stressed that there was a need for continual

intercommunication between those in health physics and in basic sciences.

In considering a different approach to radiation protection of workers

the question was raised whether molecular techniques could be applied to the

identification of radiosensitive subpopulations. If such sensitive

populations could be identified, would screening exposed worker populations be

worthwhile? We know little about the distribution of sensitivity to

radiation-induced chromosome aberrations and the implications, or whether or

not heterozygosity for certain traits carries any increased susceptibility to

radiation. It was pointed out that other screening programs had not met with

success. Based on current knowledge, selection of nonsraokers and support of

programs to help workers stop smoking should be a better choice of action.

The formal presentations at this workshop had concentrated largely on

techniques and phenomena and 6ome felt that models of carcinogenesis had been

given too little attention. It Is a tall order to model the entire trail of

relevant changes that link the initial events caused by deposition of energy

(with important times limited to fractions of a second) to those that end with

some Increased probability, perhaps decades later, of an overt cancer. This

Is nevertheless, our overall aim, but because It Is so complex we often deal

with parts of the problem. These parts need Integration eventually into a

comprehensive whole. 15



Two important observations must be taken into account in the models of

radiation-Induced cancer. First, in the case of some human and experimental

tumors there are marked age-dependent changes in susceptibility. For example,

In humans the risk of radiation-induced breast cancer decreases from

relatively high after exposure at a young age to no excess risk with exposures

at about 45 years or older. This suggests that if carcinogenesis is a

multistage process, the later stages must be relatively radioresistant.

Second, the radiation-induced excess of some cancers only starts to appear at

an age when the incidence of the same type of tumor starts to increase in the

unexposed population.

Although the information about the interaction of radiation with DNA is

very considerable much remains to be done. How does the spectrum of energy

deposition relate to the spectrum of molecular and cellular damage, and in

turn, to the subsequent biological effects? Is the Induction of malignant

transformation more likely at one stage of the cell cycle than at others? We

still know little about the probabilities of the occurrence of each of the

sequential changes that bring about the end effect. For example, it is clear

that there are many more initiated cells than cancers, and yet we know

nothing, directly, about the repair of the molecular lesions In the Initial

events that lead to cancer Induced by radiation, with perhaps the exception of

those Induced by ultraviolet radiation. The long latent period between

exposure and the appearance of overt solid cancers offers a very good

opportunity for intervention. Perhaps the greatest contribution molecular

studies could make to radiation protection Is the development of methods .of

intervention whereby the growth and progression of initiated cells could be

•topped. To do so will require detailed knowledge of not only the molecular

processes Involved, but, also, cell-cell interaction and tissue and systemic
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control*of growth and differentiation. The catchy phrase, "molecular

epidemiology", is not yet reflected in the development of techniques 6f

identifying either the subpopulation at risk or the tell-tale radiation-

induced changes in cells that may lead to cancer. The quest for markers of

potential cancer cells, if successful, could provide the criterion for

intervention. Another aspect of the changes associated with cancer induction

was whether the type of carcinogenic agent that caused a specific cancer could

be identified by what was called the "signature of malignancy". This implies

that some of the changes may be agent-dependent. For example, can a profile

be prepared for a specific cancer from the information about specific

chromosome aberrations, the type of oncogenes activated and from other changes

in the genome and the cell membrane, and can these be shown to be

characteristic of a specific causative agent? The possibility was raised that

deletions involving repressor genes or anti-oncogenes might be a

characteristic of some radiation-induced cancers because of the propensity of

radiation to cause deletions.

It is obvious that there is a need for in vitro cell systems for

investigating questions that cannot be answered at the whole-animal level.

Indeed, such systems, because of the opportunity they present to observe

single cell changes, offer some unique possibilities. While rodent cell

systems have provided a considerable body of data about radiation-induced

malignant transformation, it is the responses of human cells, particularly

epithelial cells, that are needed. Unfortunately, the morphological changes

associated with the malignant phenotype that are the basis of rodent cell

transformation assays are not apparent in human cells. Different and

appropriate assays appear to be required for human cells.
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Workers that are exposed occupationally to radiation are also exposed to

many other agents that may interact with radiation. These interactions are

complex and may be additive, superadditive and even subadditi-re. Some agents

will interact with radiation at the initiation stage. For example, agents

that alter levels of radiation-induced free radicals may alter initiation.

Whereas, many agents, including hormones, influence expression. In vitro cell

systems are well suited for the study of many of these interactions at the

cell level. A number of different in vitro, in vivo-in vitro and whole-animal

model systems are now available that complement each other in the study of

Interactions of agents.

Studies at various levels, from human epldemiological surveys to the

identification of radiation-induced changes in the gene all have a role in

unravelling the puzzle of the mechanisms of carcinogenesis. Experimentally,

It is important that the system selected is suitable for the questions that

are posed. Although the goal of understanding mechanisms is as worthy as can

be, for quite some time yet, risk estimates of radiation-induced cancer will

have to come from direct studies of those risks. Molecular studies have made

impressive advances, some of which have been described at this workshop, but

they have not as yet made a contribution to risk estimates. They may do so in

the future.
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CANCER INDUCTION: THE INFLUENCE OF DOSE AND LET

R. J. M. Fry

Biology Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831

Radiation protection standards are based on 1) est imates of r isk of

radiation-induced damage and in par t icular , the induction of cancer, and

2) a judgement on what level of r i sk should be considered acceptable. I t I s

with only the former that we are concerned.

For radiat ion protection purposes the r i sk est imates of cancer Induced

by low-LET radia t ion have been based on human data. In the case of ICRP's

r isk estimates for cancer mortality two assumptions are made: (1) the effect

per rad for the induction of leukemia ia l e s s a t low doses than a t high doses

by a factor of 2 .5 , and (2) that 5 times more solid cancers than leukemia

will be induced by whole-body exposures to low-LET radia t ion. The influence

of r e s u l t s from experimental data on ICRP'3 or other r i sk estimates has been

limited to supporting the concept that the dose-response curves for at l e a s t

some cancers are curvi l inear . Also, that these responses can be adequately

described by the so-called l i nea r quadratic model. The second assumption

cannot be tested rigorously in inbred s t ra ins of mice. Anyway, with r i sk

estimates for specif ic s i t e s now becoming available the assumption wi l l

become superfluous.

The approach to the estimate of r isks i s two pronged. F i r s t , a

pragmatic approach involving direct determinations. Since data a t low doses

and low-dose ra tes are d i f f icu l t to obtain, estimates of the effects a t low

doses involve extrapolat ion. In order to extrapolate some model of the dose

response must be assumed. The selection of an appropriate model depends on

an understanding of the mechanisms. Thus, the second and paral le l approach
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is the study of the mechanisms. It is important to realize that i t is the

mechanisms of the total process of radiation-induced cancer that must be

taken into account not just the initial molecular and cellular events.

Let us assume that chromosome aberrations or changes in two protooncogenes

on separate chromosomes (not involving chromosome translocatlons) are two

possible mechanisms of the induction of cancer by radiation. Then i t would

be reasonable to expect the dose-response curves from the initial events to

be linear quadratic. However well these init ial responses can be described

by that or any other responses i t dees not ensure that the actual cancer

mortality, as a function of dose, can be described by the same equations. In

the long intervening period after initiation the events occur that, in the

case of solid cancers, determine whether or not an overt cancer will appear.

There is l i t t l e or no understanding of how the events, which in large part

are the result of the interaction of the host and the initiated potential

cancer cell, influence the shapes of the dose-response curves. It is these

latter interactions that may well be the most important factors determining

the differences in the shapes of dose-response curves for different cancers.

The evidence suggest that i t i s the host factors that are the major

determinants of whether or not a cancer develops. It will certainly be a

challenge to explain these interactions on a molecular basis.

After exposure cancers, similar to those that occur in the unirradiated

population, may occur in higher incidences and in some cases apparently at

earlier times. The events during the latent period, except the growth that

must occur during some fraction of the latent period, are of great importance

but are elusive. In some experimental systems, in which the incidence of the

tumor reaches 100J in the controls, the only effect of irradiation, is to
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shorten the latent period. However, at least in the case of some cancers the

latent period i s not affected by radiation but i s inversely related to the

age at exposure. The reason for the relationship to the age at exposure i s

because the radiation-induced cancers only appear at an age that the

naturally occurring cancers of that type start to appear. Age i s a dominant

determinant of cancer in general and age at the time of exposure to radiation

has a marked influence on susceptibility. What i s the basis of this age

dependency? Have the cel ls at risk changed or decreased in number or do the

factors that influence expression of initiated ce l l s to develop into overt

tumors change so radically with age? An understanding of the effect of age

on susceptibility i s important for risk estimation and interpretation of the

effects of exposure protracted over a significant fraction of the l i f e span.

An important concept that depends upon the curvilinearity i s that low

single doses at high dose rates, multiple fractionated exposures, and doses

over quite a broad total dose range at low instantaneous dose rates, will

have similar effects per rad. Experimental evidence supports such a

contention but information about interaction and repair kinetics Is deficient

and therefore there are not adequate models for describing fractionation

effects over a range of interfraction times.

The a/6 ratios (the ratio of the coefficients in the linear-quadratic

dose response) vary considerably between tissues. What does this reflect?

Can we assume that at low doses and dose rates that the effect i s total-dose

dependent and dose-rate independent? The experimental animal data suggests

that i t i s so but data for specific tumor types are limited.

In the case of high-LET radiation, with perhaps the exception of

irradiation from exposure to radon, there are no direct estimates of risk of
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cancer induction in humans. Therefore, risk estimates have to be obtained

indirectly.

For protection standard purposes the quantity, called dose equivalent is

used to take into account the differences in effectiveness of different types

of radiation. The dose equivalent H i s given by the equation H = DQN where D

is absorbed dose, Q is the quality factor and N is the product of all other

modifying factors.

Dose-response curves for neutron-induced l i fe shortening and high-LET

radiation induction of tumors bend over at low doses. This has led to the

question of whether the responses to neutrons can be described by a power

function or are linear. The evidence for fission neutron-induced l ife

shortening and heavy ion tumor induction i s that the init ial slopes of the

responses are linear. A general model for describing the complete

dose-response curves has not been derived. Some of the problems of fitting

the experimental data to model curves will be illustrated.

The selection of Q for a specific type of radiation is essential in the

setting of protection standards and the Q for neutrons has recently been

Increased from 10 to 20. A number of approaches can be taken to arrive at a

value of Q. Up to the present time HBEs have been used. The question i s

what RBEs should be used. In the recent report of the Joint Task Group of

the ICRP and the ICRU a number of RBEm values for fission neutrons

compared to gamma rays were listed. Three sets of data quoted, namely,

tumors in rodents, l ife shortening in mice and chromosome aberrations in

human lymphocytes JJI jtitra may have relevance and are worthy of examination

especially as i t must be assumed that risk estimates of the induction of

cancer by neutrons are going to come from experimental data.
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The attractions of chromosome aberrations Is that they can be determined

on human ce l l s . But despite the recognized association of specific

chromosome aberrations and specific leukemias neither a causal relationship

nor a quantitative relationship between chromosome aberrations and, say,

myelold leukemia has been established. Even i f we assune that the RBE for

specific chromosome aberrations and the specific leukemia are the same,

intuit ively, i t seems most unlikely that the same relationship will hold for

various solid cancers. The questions related to myelold leukemia and

chromosome aberrations can be tested experimentally.

It i s easy to dismiss the use of HBEs for estimating risks of neutron

induction of cancer in humans but iconoclasm must be accompanied by

suggestions for alternative approaches.

If RBE , the ratio of the in i t ia l slopes of the dose-response curves

for the radiation under study and the reference radiation, i s used

theoretically, this eliminates the problems of RBEs being dose dependent, dose

rate and fractionation dependent. However, tissue-dependent differences

remain and some results both ip vivo and in vitro have raised the question of

whether additivlty holds for neutrons. The finding of a greater effect of

neutrons when the exposure i s protracted or fractionated has thrown the

proverbial spanner in some concepts. In the case of l i f e shortening

(probably accounted for by excess Incidence of cancer) an increased effect of

neutrons with fractionation occurs only with total doses in excess of 20 rad.

In one tumor system reducing the size of dose per fraction to 2.5 rad

eliminates any increased effect of fractionation.

There i s increasing evidence of a view long held by several of us in

radiation carcinogenesis tnat the mechanism, in particular, of the in i t ia l
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events of radiation-induced cancer, are likely to be similar in various

species. The reasons for apparent differences in susceptibility to induction

could l ie in differences in rates of induction of the initial events or in

the rates of expression. Where retroviral genes are involved the difference

in susceptibility to specific tumors becomes extreme. Nevertheless, if the

analysis of the response to radiation takes into account, fully, the relative

underlying susceptibility extrapolation of the actual radiation effect on the

tumor incidence across strains or species may be and appears to be possible.

In the case of radiation-induced life shortaning, which at low doses and

low-dose rates we consider to be caused by excess cancer, extrapolation based

on mortality ratios might be used. The advantage of life shortening, in

particular in mice, Is that the total tumor response is integrated into an

easily determined endpoint. A valid objection to life shortening i s that in

inbred strains of life shortening i s influenced by the type of tumor

prevalent in the specific strain. In fact the RBEs used by ICRU and ICRP

were derived from one strain and one hybrid. But this problem can be solved.

Data for life shortening and specific tumor induction by fission neutrons

should be obtained using terminated low-dose rate neutron irradiation

regimes. Sufficient strains should be used to obtain a representative life

shortening effect per rad and responses for specific cancers. Also, we need

to test methods of extrapolation from low-LET radiation since data exist for

both humans and mice. If the method proves reliable then i t can be applied

to high-LET radiation risks.

The relationship of FBE to LET has been determined for a number of

endpoints including la vitro malignant transformation and a start has been

made on determining the relationship for cancer induction in mice. The
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relationship has been examined only for one tumor system. The results are

qualitatively similar but quantitatively different from those obtained for

other endpoints. The problems of the use of dose will be discussed by Bond

and RBE based on dose may not be appropriate with particles with a large

"core" and that are of considerably length. An attraction of tumor Induction

studies as a function of LET is the possibility of studying the relationship

of energy deposition to tumor induction and the relative importance of direct

and indirect effects.
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The RBE Concept, Its Inadequacies and a Suggested Replacement

Bond, V. P., Varma, M. N. and Sondhaus, C. A.
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

The Inadequacies of the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) concept

as a means of taking linear energy transfer (LET) into account are most severe

with low-level exposure (LLE) and Its consequent single cell-originating

neoplasia, which is of primary concern. The RBE concept becomes a necejsity

only as the result of attempting to force-fit to this LLE "single cell"

response the quantity absorbed dose, which is conceptually appropriate only

for high level radiation (HLE) responses, e.g., multicell death-induced organ

failure, or tumor control.

Both the problem szd the basis for an alternative solution can be

illustrated in the following way. The absorbed dose D, which is the average

energy per unit mass in an organ, is the result of summing and averaging

elementary doses in the organ's volume, e.g.,

H2 ) J £ \ . N H L iflH » kj<T= kf (1)
N
E

where H}, H2 are the cell-genome hit sizes ("elementary doses"), NH and

NE are the number of hit and exposed cells In the organ, respectively, IH

is %/%, the fraction of cells hit at least once, k or H is the mean hit

__/'j of the (singly) hit cells only), and <^is the primary particle

fluence. "The quantities k, k1 and <r are all constants.

From Eq. 1 It follows that D - "HIH- If In"^*1<0» as occurs with HLE,

then D is equal to H and can serve as the Independent variable in the
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functional relationship required: D vs. the biological probability of an

all-or-nothing quantal response of the organ (or tumor), i . e . , a stat ist ical

measure of the severity of organ effect (Finney, D.J., 1971). However, with

LLE, the responses observed are single-cell effects. It is shown by Eq. 1

that in the latter case, D is a measure of only the average physical

probability of a cel l being hit and "dosed" in a particle-cell genome

encounter, and not of the severity of the resulting cel l injury.

In the alternative approach to RBE suggested here, i t is f irst noted

(Eq. 1) that Iy i s an object-oriented quantity linearly dependent on the

field-oriented independent variable, exposure, expressed in terms of (̂ .

Hence, I[j, measurable raicrodosimetrically (Rossi, H.H., 1968; Kellerer, A.

M., 1976), is the (fractional) number of genomes hit with a distribution of

stochastically-determined hit s izes . Only the area under the distribution,

Iy, increases, whereas the shape of the distribution and mean hit size do

not change, with increasing exposure.

To obtain the severity of cellular effect, both a distribution of hit

sizes for a given exposure, and an independently determined hit size

effectiveness function (HSEF) is required (Bond and Varma, 1982; Varma and

Bond, 1983). The latter is an S-shaped relationship, which yields, as a

function of hit s ize, the fraction fq of cel ls injured severely enough to

trigger a quantal response. It has a small or possibly larger threshold,

depending on the endpoint used. This function is the cellular analogue of the

organ dose-respot;se curve. The incidence of quantal ce l l responses is then

obtained by summing the product of the fractional number of hits at each hit

size in the distribution, and its corresponding value of fq from the HSEF,

over a l l hit sizes in the distribution (Bond and Varma, 1983; Bond et a l . ,
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1985). The result, Iq, is the effect on the total cell population from the

given exposure, in terms of the incidence of those cells injured to the common

degree of severity indicated by the presence of a quantal response (see Fig.

1). The risk to the "average" individual cell is equal numerically to Iq.

With the present system, the one independent variable D, as shown by Eq.

1, is actually an inseparable composite of two parameters, one (Ip.)

representing the probability of a hit and the other, (H), related to RBE and

the chance that cells with a given hit size will respond with a given degree

of severity (a quantal response). Although, with LLE, In changes with

increasing D, H remains constant. Thus, with a radiation of a given LET, D is

not a measure of either H or H, and thus not of the severity of cell effect.

It was this inability of a supposedly single independent variable to do the

job of both of its component variables, that necessitated the introduction of

a separately determined physical "severity factor", RBE, in which severity is

represented by H in the ratio of absorbed doses for equal effect. However,

this stop-gap approach to providing some indication of the severity of cell

injury from various hit sizes is inappropriate because 1) each RBE is the

ratio of the product of the two variables H and IH, so that no measure of

RBE reflects the influence of either variable alone (see Fig. 2 and caption

explanation), and 2) it is mathematically incorrect to take the average of a

distribution of hit sizes as the variable for biological response because the

HSEF is non-linear. Also, the use of the term "dose" la the RBE ratio Implies

that the differences in effectiveness are due entirely to the amount of energy

deposited ("elementary dose"), when in fact they are strongly influenced by

the probability of a cell receiving a "dose" during a given exposure.

The essence of the HSEF and hit-size distribution approach described

above for LLE can be viewed as the decoupling of the two variables comprising
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D. It substitutes an absolute for a relative measure of severity of ce l l effect .

The approach can, In principle, replace the crude "single functlon"-RBE factor

approach, and with It the absorbed dose, a "standard" radiation, Q, and dose

equivalent.

If the HSEF approach, or any model for simple ce l l transformation by radiation

Is to be applied directly for prediction of cancer Incidence In animals or human

beings, then at least five factors must be known. These are:

A - B • C • D • D • E, (2)

In which A is cancers/animal, B is stem cells/animal, C is surviving cells/exposed

cell, D is transformed cells/surviving cell, and E is cancers/transformed cell.

"A" above can be determined experimentally, e.g., myelocytic leukemia rates in

mice exposed to radiations of one or several LET'a. "B" can be determined by the

spleen colony technique, with the assumption that the leukemia precursor cells are

the uncommitted (or some specifically committed) bone marrow stem cells. "C" is

readily determinable using the spleen colony technique. "D" can be determined as

outlined in this paper, using either an HSEF derived from leukemia induction with

radiations of different LET, or assuming that an HSEF for another endpoint, e.g.,

for chromosome aberrations, will represent adequately the HSEF for leukemia [this

assumption tu 3 been used previously (Zaider and Brenner, 198S; ICRU 40, 1986}].

"E" is an unknown, which can be solved for when the values for the other terms In

the equation have been estimated. The above indicates that in principle the

information necessary for application of the HSEF to the intact animal can be

obtained. Although very preliminary estimates for all of the terms In Eq. (2) have

been made, further study is required to obtain values that are sufficiently

reliable for use.
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It has been suggested that a form of the HSEF approach, modified to

obtain values of RBE, may be useful in radiation protection (ICRU Report 40,

1986)• Although the method suggested may be useful as a compromise measure,

the full HSEP approach in which absolute values of risk can be provided, and

the use of absorbed dose in LLE avoided, appears to be the conceptually

desirable goal.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Use of the HSEF with a high-and a low-LET radiation exposure

(schematic). In either case, the probability distribution of hit sizes per

event shown in (a) Is multiplied by the HSEF in (b) to yield the distribution

of incremental products shown In (c). The summation of the latter yields the

fractional number of hit cells which will respond quantally per event.

Multiplying the latter by the total number of events and scaling gives the

fractional number of all exposed cells responding quantally due -o the

exposure. (In (c), the curves are magnified to indicate the relative

fractional number of responding cells per event at low and high LET.) The

microdosimetric quantity used for the abscissa is readily translatable into

the hit size H.

Figure 2. Schenatic of the initial proportional part of three organ absorbed

dose-single cell response curves, e.g., for genetic or oncogenic cell

transformation, for radiations of three different qualities. The RBE is, for

instance, the ratio of the value at point (HI^)}, to that of either of the

similarly designated points, but with subscripts 2 or 3. However, when D

(equal to HIH) is used, not only must the values for each of the component

variables "Ti and 1^ be different at each point, but no value of either can be

known. Thus the RBE is not a measure of the effect of either component

variable alone.
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Energy Deposition at the Molecular and Cellular Levels

Radiation Track Structure Concepts

Herwig G. Paretzke

GSF-Institute for Radiation Protection

D-8042 Neuherberg/Munich, F.R. Germany

Abstract

This paper presented at the DOE-CEC workshop "Mechanisms of Radiation

Interaction with DNA: Potential Implications for Radiation Protection",

Jan. 87, discusses the potential contributions of radiation track

structure theory to this topic and some main problems encountered here-

by wich need more research activities. Whereas track structure theory

has obtained already interesting and reliable new results for gaseous

targets, i.e. isolated atoms and molecules, progress for condensed

targets is seriously hampered by lacking theoretical and experimental

knowledge in particular on elastic and inelastic collision cross sec-

tion of heavy charged particles and of slow electrons and on the decay

modes of excited states in target molecules. Finally concepts for ade-

quate mathematical descriptions for the time dependent spatial patterns

of new chemical species or of the important properties of these pat-

terns are still missing. Progress in this field, however, is an indis-

pensable prerequisite for any deeper understanding of the mechanisms of

radiation action on DNA, chromosomes, cells, organs, and, thus, on

living beings.
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1. Introduction

When ionizing radiation interacts inelastically with a biological tar-

get, it can introduce primary physical and chemical changes in these

molecules, which - after a possibly long chain of subsequent reactions

- might have a more or less severe biological consequence for the irra-

diated molecules, cells, etc. A different incident radiation field can

lead to different biological effects under otherwise similar condi-

tions. Even if these effects are manifested decades later, this differ-

ence can only be due to differences in the spatial patterns of primary

species left behind in the wake of interacting particles at very early

times. This is because the primary track structure represents the only

- though transient - fingerprint produced by a radiation field in the

irradiated medium (fig. 1); otherwise the irradiated object had no

positive knowledge of this fact.

VACUUM

Incident

Radiation

Field

Photon ,

Neutron

Fast Ion f

% MATERIAL
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sy Structures

Fig. 1: Track structures as fingerprints of irradiations

A careful study of radiation track structures in biological matter,

therefore, is necessary for any interpretative theory for radiobiologi-

cal radiation actions. Also because of this fact, different radiation

fields (including variations of dose rate) can be used to investigate

chemical and biological processes initiated by the physical interaction

as well as to study the response of a biological object to such a fast
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disturbance by radiation. On the other hand, the biologically important

properties of track structures must be identified to be able to inter-

compare effects of radiations with different qualities and to develop

and use adequate instrumentation to measure the relevant quantities of

radiation fields. These quantities must allow e.g. an assessment of the

health hazards of persons working in a radiation field or of the poten-

tial benefits from using such a field in radiation therapy.

In this context there are broadly four groups of problems which can be

considered separately and which need improvement of knowledge:

a) energy and momentum transfer cross sections of heavy charged par-

ticles and of slow electrons in condensed media;

b) schemes and probabilities of decays of excited states in complex

biological target molecules (e.g. DNA, proteins, etc.) and liquid

water, i.e. production probabilities for new chemical species;

c) fast chemical reactions of these new species with themselves and the

matrix in a spatially nonhomogeneous situation;

d) concepts for the identification of relevant track structure proper-

ties and for classification regarding similarities and dissimilari-

ties of track structures regarding their biological consequences.

Below some aspects of problem areas a), b ) , and d) will be discussed;

fast chemical reactions in tracks and biological responses are subjects

of several other papers presented at this workshop.

2. Energy and Momentum Transfer Cross Sections

For isolated atoms and molecules many cross sections describing the

probabilities per track segment for elastic and ineclastic collisions

of fast ions and electrons are available from experiments or theories.

Therefore, for gaseous targets numerical charged particle track struc-

ture programs could be developped which can be used to simulate the

stochastic collision histories of fast ions and electrons encountered

during their slowing down with reasonable detail and accuracy (1-5).

The results of such calculations can be tested and validated, e.g. by

comparison with experimental data for particle penetration through
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slabs of gases (6), emission of light (7), energy spectrometry of mode-

rated electrons (8), yields of ion pairs (9), etc.

In gases two facts are adventageous, namely the possibility to "blow

up" the region of interest by using low gas pressures, and the loca-

tions of ionization, light emission, etc. are essential identical with

the locations of the preceeding inelastic events. Nevertheless, also

in gaseous targets the present knowledge on differential collision

probabilities for electrons of sub-excitational energies still needs

improvements.

Although some tentative track structure calculations have also been

performed e.g. for liquid water (10-12) and solids (13,14), the state

of knowledge on energy and momentum transfer cross sections for charged

particles to condensed targets (15) is not satisfactory, and in im-

provement is complicated by additional contributions of collective

phenomena (16). Experimental validation of theoretical cross sections

here is more difficult than for gases since there are limits to the

minimum thickness of slabs, lateral extensions of tracks are very tiny,

and collective phenomena can transport energy quanta away from the

location of transfer to the location of absorption over considerable

distances. Useful data on interaction cross sections in condensed mat-

ter can be expected to come e.g. from low energy electron transmission

and backscattering (17-19), studies of radiation interactions with

molecular clusters (20-22), diffusion of very low energy electrons in

electric fields (23-24), beam foil spectroscopy (25-27), etc.

Particular needs exist for cross sections of low energy electrons (say,

below 100 eV) and low energy ions e.g. for slowing down natural alpha

particles and recoil atoms from neutron collisions below ca. 1 MeV/u.

Such data are particularly missing for biological (i.e. organic) mate-

rials, since their low conductivity and stability in experimental envi-

ronments make such scattering experiments rather difficult.

3. Primary Chemical Species

Energy and momentum transfer cross sections determine the energy loss

and change in direction of the incoming particle; they do net directly



contain information on how and where this energy quantum tansferred is

used for the excitation or ionization of target molecules nor how the

absorbing molecule will be affected (e.g. by dissociation) and modified

by this change in its electron structure. On the other hand, it is

mainly the resulting chemical change of the target molecules and the

production of other new chemical species which start the sequence of

reactions leading finally to an expression of a radiation effect.

In gases, such primary species (e.g. excitations, ionizations, dissoci-

ations) are experimentally accessible by observation of light output,

collection of charged ions, mass spectrometry of fragments, etc. Be-

cause of high photon self absorption, short ranges, fast recombination,

fast chemical reactions etc. such direct observations of new species

are seriously hampered, and theoretical predictions on decay schemes

after a given energy absorption of complex biological molecules are

still rather uncertain. Some information, however, is available from

absorption spectroscopy with very high time resolution (e.g. on hydrat-

ed electrons), from deep temperature ESR-spectroscopy, ESCA-data, con-

ductivity measurements, etc.

Solution of this problem of the coupling of primary physical excita-

tions to one or more electrons in particular parts of large molecules

in condensed targets and the estimation of the resulting chemical

changes suffers also from the fact that chemical yields depend on the

physical state of the irradiated medium to a much larger extend as the

energy loss of the penetrating radiation. The primary yields of ioniza-

tions in liquid water, e.g., is about 50 percent higher than in water

vapour (9,28,29), whereas differences in stopping power of fast elec-

trons in both physical states amount to less than 10 percent. Therefore

particle transport and coarse details of energy deposition in condensed

matter can more reliably be extrapolated from gases to condensed matter

than can spatial distributions of yields of new species. Therefore,

progress in the quantitative identification of new chemical species

produced by energy absorption at early times is important for a better

understanding of all subsequent processes determining radiation ac-

tion.
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4. Concepts for Classifications of Track Structure

For radiation research and applications of radiations it is necessary

to establish and use the underlying "exposure - response" - relation-

ships. In spite of many years of research it is still an unsolved im-

portant problem which quantities should be used to quantify generally

"exposure" to ionizing radiation. The basic problem can be subdivided

into two classes, namely specification of different amounts or rates of

"exposure" transferred from the same radiation field, and specification

of *-he same amount/rate of "exposure" from different radiation fields.

It has become well known that absorbed dose alone is not a good quanti-

ty for neither case e.g. because

at the important regime of low values of absorbed dose {£. 1 rad) the

patterns of track structures in cells do no longer change proportio-

nal to dose but stay almost the same and only the number of cells

affected changes proportional to this quantity (30),

the same dose from different radiations normally does not give the

same biological effects.

Therefore the introduction of the quantity RBE (relative biological

effectiveness) in fact might have been £adiobiologist's biggest error,

since RBE is quite inadequate as a dose based quantity for correlation

between quantities describing the radiation track structures and mea-

sures for the final radiation effects.

Since preliminary classification concepts have already been proposed,

e.g. the joint probability functions of primary chemical species in

tracks (31) , track entities (32), micro-dosimetric functions (30),

radial dose profiles (34), etc. Unfortunately, all of these approaches

still have essential disadventages, and new ideas might come from dif-

ferent scientific fields (e.g. artificial intelligence, pattern recog-

nition, mathematical psychology, fuzzy set theory, possibility theory,

quantitative decision theory) were generally similar problems await

solutions.



Since better classification of amounts and types of primary changes due

to a radiation interaction is essential for the scientific understand-

ing of radiation actions and for the applications of ionizing radia-

tions, research is encouraged to remedy the present situation.

5. Conclusions

Track structure research can be expected to provide essential new input

necessary for the understanding of biological actions of ionizing ra-

diations. Particular problems of knowledge still exist of the interac-

tion cross sections of low energy heavy ions (e.g. from natural alpha

emitters or recoils from neutron exposure) and of slow electrons in

condensed matter, of the decay schemes of excited biological molecules,

of fast chemical reactions in particle tracks, and of classification of

charged particle track structures for correlation with final effects.

The solution of these problems will benefit from interdisciplinary

collaboration with other scientific fields as e.g. with atomic physics,

quantum chemistry, solid state physics, molecular biology, statistics,

informatics, etc.
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INTRODUCTION

A major concern of society today is the biological effects of radiation,

particularly at low levels where radiobiologica1 or epidemiological studies

are either impossible or impractical to perform. Perhaps the best hope for

understanding these effects, and for establishing an effective radiation

protection program, is in understanding the details of the physical and

chemical interactions that are produced in biological systems by radiation.

This requires an understanding of the relationship between initial physical

interactions that occur following the passage of a charged particle,

subsequent diffusion-controlled chemical reactions, and later biochemical and

biological effects, which may not become evident for years. We have recently

made significant progress toward linking the initial physical events and later

chemical events in liquid water.

When a charged particle traverses matter, it undergoes physical

interactions with atoms and molecules of the material producing ionizations,

excitations, and secondary electrons. These physical interactions are

it
Research sponsored by the Office of Health and Environmental Research,

U.S. Department of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-S4OR21400 with Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., and contract W-7j105--lS with the University of
California, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
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complete in a local region of space in a very short time of the order of

10'1S s. These physical energy transfer events result in the production of

reactive chemical species that can react with each other or with other

molecules in the medium. Thus, when a charged particle penetrates a

biological cell it may produce direct physical interactions with a sensitive

biological molecule such as DNA. or it may interact with the surrounding

medium, mostly water, producing chemical species which can diffuse through the

medium and produce indirect chemical interactions with the DNA. However,

these events, even though they are extremely important, are very difficult, if

not impossible, to measure directly and are not well known.

The physical interactions that a charged particle undergoes with a

molecule can be measured in gas phase where single interactions with isolated

molecules can be observed. However, in condensed matter collective effects

occur, involving a large number of molecules simultaneously. The degree to

which gas phase interactions are applicable in condensed phase is not

completely known. Several differences are known to exist.1"2 For example,

ionization thresholds are lowered in condensed phase, w-values (energy needed

to produce an ion pair) are reduced and collective oscillations (plasmons) may

result in delocalization of energy transfer events to tens of angstroms away

from the trajectory of the charged particle.

We have developed a Monte Carlo code to transport a charged particle

through liquid water and calculate the position and identity of each energy

transfer event that the charged particle and all of its secondaries undergo.3

We have also developed a model to determine the reactiv» chemical species that

result from these physical interactions'* and have developed a Monte Carlo code

to simulate the diffusion and chemical reactions that these chemical species
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undergo with each other and with other biological molecules such as DNA in

aqueous solution.5"7

In the following sections of this paper we briefly discuss the above

code, show some of the results that can be obtained, and finally discuss a new

theoretical and experimental program that we have initiated to determine the

fundamental physical and chemical mechanisms of radiation induced damage to

biological molecules such as DNA.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATIONS

When a charged particle penetrates a condensed medium such as liquid

water, much of the energy transferred to the medium appears first as a

collective oscillation (plasmon) that may involve the coherent collective

oscillation of 10** electrons. The plasmon then decays into a specific energy

transition producing an excitation or ionization in a molecule that may be

located tens of angstroms from the trajectory of the charged particle. This

process occurs very rapidly within a time of the order of 10~16 s. These

individual energy loss events cannot be measured directly for the liquid phase

as they can for gas phase. Consequently much less is known about energy

transfer mechanisms in condensed media. However, since biological systems

exist in the condensed phase it is essential to understand such events in

order to understand the mechanisms of radiation damage to biological systems.

We have recently made significant progress toward understanding these

mechanisms.

We have developed a technique to determine elementary cross sections

(differential inverse mean free paths) for charged particles traversing liquid

water.8"10 We start with optical data on liquid water, develop a dielectric

response function, and from that the energy loss function. Collective effects

that are present in the liquid phase are therefore included a priori. We have
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used these cross sections to develop a Monte G»rlo transport code, ORF.C, to

transport charged particles such as electrons, protons, and alpha particles,

through liquid water and calculate the position and identity of each

individual energy transfer event produced by the primary particle and all of

its secondaries.3 The species that are present at ~10" 1 5 s after the passage

of the particle are ionized water molecules, H 20
+, excited water molecules,

H20 , and subexci tation electrons, e~. We have developed a model for the

ion-molecule interactions that occur from these species in the prechemistry

time frame before approximately 10"12 s.4 These reactions produce the

reactive chemical species H, OH, H30*. 0" , and H2C>2• A Monte Girlo code has
aq

also been developed to determine the identity and location of each of these

chemical species produced as a result of the passage of the charged particle.

Furthermore, we have developed a model to simulate the diffusion and chemical

reactions that these species undergo as a function of time and have developed

a Monte Carlo program to follow each individual reactant through the diffusion

and chemical reaction stage of the track evolution out to 10~6 s after passage

of the primary charged particle.6"6 Finally, we have developed a very simple

model of a DNA molecule as a right circular cylinder with alternating "sugar"

and "base" sites on two helical strands around the surface of the cylinder.

We have performed calculations for charged particles that traverse the water

at various distances from the DNA and have calculated the direct physical and

indirect chemical events on the DNA.7

This program represents the first time that calculations have been

performed forward in time from initial physical events (1O"1S s) through

diffusion and chemical reactions to 10"6 s. It therefore provides the first

direct link between radiation physics and radiation chemistry in liquid water.

The code follows each Individual chemical species through the diffusion
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process, and thus the position and identity of each single species is known at

any time and the chemical yields or G-values (number per 100 eV of energy) can

be tabulated as a function of time after the passage of the primary charged

particle.

RESULTS

Since the input cross sections that are used in the calculations cannot

be measured directly in liquid water, experimental verification of the

calculations must be done in some other way. We have calculated chemical

yields that occur at later times which can be measured and have been

encouraged at the agreement we have obtained. Experimental data are available

for the Fricke dosimeter, and we have calculated the Fricke G-value by the

formula5

G(Fe-) = 2 G ^ ^ + G Q H H e

aq

We have obtained good agreement with measured Fricke yields for electrons,

protons, and alpha particles of various energies. However, a much more

rigorous experimental test of the calculations is the comparison of the time

decay of e" and OH measured in pulsed radiolysis experiments for high-energy
aq

electrons in liquid water. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the G-values of OH

and e~ as a function of time as obtained in these calculations with
aq

experimentally measured values.11"13 There is excellent agreement with the OH

yield and also with the e" at about 10"** s and later. The discrepancy in the
aq

e" yield at times earlier than 10"9 s is not considered significant and is
aq

thought to be due to an assumption in the calculations that certain high-lying

excited states of the water molecule autoionize and give rise to extra
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electrons. The model allows for some of these excitations to relax without

autoionizing. but since there are no data at present which give the fractions

of the excitations that relax we have, for now. assumed that all of them

autoionize. This comparison with experiment is considered an excellent test

of both the physical cross sections and the chemical diffusion simulation that

is used in the calculations. The agreement is quite encouraging that the

calculations are providing a reasonable simulation of the physical and

chemical processes that occur.

Figure 2 shows the chemical evolution of a 0.7-fjm segment of the track of

an 8-MeV alpha particle. The data represent the positions of the reactive

chemical species resulting from the passage of the alpha particle and all of

its secondary electrons. Some of the energetic secondary electrons produce

delta-ray tracks, which can be clearly seen in the figure. The upper left

panel shows the track at 10"11 s. the beginning of chemical diffusion. At

that time there were 9932 species in the track segment shown by the positions

of the 9932 dots on the figure. The remaining panels show the positions and

number of species at various later times as the species diffuse and react. At

10"6 s there were 2069 species left as shown in the lower right panel.

Figure 3 shows the tracks of a 4-MeV alpha particle, 1-MeV proton, and a

10-MeV proton traversing a segment of DNA in liquid water. As noted above, at

present we only consider a very crude model of DNA as a right circular

cylinder. This figure shows the relative density of reactive chemical

species, shown by the points in the track, as compared with the size of the

DNA. It is seen that a 10-MeV proton may pass directly through the center of

the 20-A diameter DNA molecule and not produce a single event there. However,

the chemical species produced in the surrounding water can diffuse and reach a

reactive site on the DNA.
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Finally, we show in Fig. 4 the calculated total number of physical and

chemical reactions that would be produced in a segment of DNA by protons and

alpha particles of various energies that pass directly through the center of

the DNA. It is seen that a 4-MeV alpha particle will, on the average, produce

between 60 and 70 interactions on the DNA whereas a 10-MeV proton will produce

only 3 or 4 such events.

It should be noted that in the computer code, the nature of each single

interaction is known, and therefore such information as the number of OH

radical interactions with the DNA could be tabulated.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This program offers great promise of being able to identify the specific

interactions that produce molecular damage in biological molecules, and we

have recently initiated a program to do just that. In the program we propose

to measure various types of damage to biological molecules under a variety of

irradiation conditions. Measurements will be made for different types of

radiation such as electrons and alpha particles under a variety of conditions

such as in the presence or absence of oxygen, various concentrations of

scavengers, etc. We will then perform calculations to simulate the

irradiation conditions and compare the results with the measurements. We will

start with simple amino acids where the structure of the molecules is simple

enough to be included in the calculations. The results of the measurements

will then be used to establish the parameters of the model and to verify the

ability of the model to predict the experimental results under all of the

irradiation conditions. The calculations will then identify the specific

events that produce the biological damage. We will then move to more complex

molecules such as oligonucleotides and double-stranded DNA subunits with

various base sequences.
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Although it is realized that this is an ambitious program, we are

confident that the techniques that we have developed over the last decade now

puts us in a position to have a high probability of success which will make

significant contributions to understanding the fundamental mechanisms of

radiation damage to biological systems.

This program therefore offers great promise of contributing significantly

to a radiation protection program for obtaining radiation risk estimates even

for very low doses of radiation where the greatest concern exists today.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Comparison of calculated and measured yields of OH radicals and

hydrated electrons as a function of time after passage of

high-energy electrons.

Fig. 2. Chemical development of an 8-MeV alpha particle track of length

0.7 pun. The number N of reactive species remaining at different

times is shown in each of the panels and the dots show the positions

of the species.

Fig. 3. Tracks of a 4-MeV alpha particle, a 1-MeV proton, and 10-MeV proton

are shown superimposed on a segement of a DNA molecule, approximated

by a right circular cylinder with alternating sugar and base

reactive sites on two helical strands around the cylinder.

Fig. 4. The total number of both direct physical and indirect chemical

interactions with DNA produced by protons and alpha particles of

different energies that pass directly through the center of the DNA

and perpendicular to its axis.
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DYNAMICS MDDELS IN RADICBIOLOGY
Cornelius Tobias

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

INTRODUCTION

When a physicist is asked to describe a system in a quantitative manner,

he usually attempts to reduce the system to a minimum number of meaningful

variables consistent with available experimental findings and to provide a

nonredundant number of relationships between these. Such efforts led

physicists to conceive the existence of a few "elementary particles" and to

propose a very small number of possible interactions between these.

It seems difficult to quantitatively describe cellular responses to

radiation or to other environmental agents in terms of one or two variables.

Ve are becoming more and more aware that the behaviour of even the simplest

living systems depends on thousands of independent parameters that are

determined by the large numbers of separate genes in the cell nuclei. The

early models for radiobiology were based on simple quantitative assumptions,

as in the target theory. As a wealth of information became available, it

seemed important to add variables as needed, so that a variety of experimental

observations could be quantitatively described.

Theoretical Modeling of Biological Effects

Models can be classified as being either restrictive or global.

"Restrictive" models are applied to macromolecular changes in well-defined

systems with controlled environments; e.g., in the study of radiation effects

on circular DNA. In contrast, "global" models attempt to predict sequences of

events in complete biological systems, such as the radiobiology of living,

cultured cells, or of tissues in vivo. It is very important to establish

valid relationships between the restrictive concepts and the more global

understanding of radiobiological phenomena.

It is veil known that radiation effects are essentially quantum phenomena

in the sense that in some systems the exchange of a single quantum of energy
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can lead to a permanent macroscopic change in the properties of the entire

system. For all quantum phenomena there are serious limitations in our

ability to measure. In the case of living cells, we are usually limited to

macroscopic observations on the system before the exchange of radiant energy

occurs. Usually we must wait for a considerable time until the effects caused

at smaller scales are finally expressed at the macroscopic scale. Such

observations gave rise to early phenomenological models. These predicted the

eventual expression of radiation damage from the initial absorption events.

These models I have classified as "static", because the passage of time is not

explicit. Static models are adequate to describe some specific effects in

molecular systems extracted from living cells. However, in intact cells all

phenomena progress in time. Models that describe the progression of

radiobiological events, we may classify as "dynamic". Table I lists several

static and dynamic models.

The static models recognize that injury to some structures in the cell

nucleus is crucial. The target theory (1) assumes that dose and target volume

are the only important variables. The effects of hits in the target are all

or none. The dual-action theory (2) recognized that there is a microscopic

distribution of energy transfer events and postulated that there are different

kinds of lesions, these either cause irreversible effects, or are sublesions

that interact to form irreversible lesions. The assumption of a critical

volume in microdosimetry, has caused some conceptual difficulties, however.

The proponents of this theory (3) have changed their approach from

"microdosimetry" to "nanodosimetry". In order to move away from the all or

none approach, the hit-size effectiveness model (4) recognizes that various

distributions of energy transfer events might produce various degrees of
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effects in living cells. The hit-size effectiveness may be determined

directly by bioexperiment, or by appropriate modeling assumptions.

Most of the dynamic models recognize that the fate of cells with

radiation-induced lesions depend on enzymatic repair processes. The molecular

model of Chadwick and Leenhouts (6-8) is formally similar to the dual action

theory. It makes the specific assumption that DNA double-strand (DS) breaks

are responsible for cellular lethal effects, and that interactions between the

repair processes of two separate single-strand (SS) breaks produce DS breaks

with some time delay. However, in spite of early encouraging results (9) the

formation of additional DS breaks in the time period following radiation

injury has not been convincingly demonstrated. Roesch and associates (10,11)

assumed that an important variable is dose rate. They rewrote the dual-action

model using the assumption that there is a linear time-dependent rapair

process for sublesions. Haynes (12) introduced the concept that the rate of

repair within cells might become saturated, and Goodhead (13) calculated some

relationships that depend on the availability of repair enzymes.

Ionizing radiations produce a variety of different lesions in living

cells and the process of producing lesions is quite different from the

processes of repair. Unfortunately the word "repair" is not unequivocally

defined. To the molecular scientist, repair often means repair synthesis of

DNA. Cleaver (14) demonstrated that various DNA lesions are repaired at very

different rates in time. Single-strand breaks are repaired in a few minutes,

whereas covalent DNA crosslinks might take 24 hours to repair. To the cell

biologist, repair means more complex biological processes, such as the repair

of . "sublethal damage" (15) or "potentially lethal damage" (16). These can

be quantitated by measuring cell survival probabilities.
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The Repair Misrepair (RHR) model (17-19) has offered a method to separate

two of the essential phases of the process of injury from Ionizing radiation:

the production of radiolesions and their repair. Kappos and Pohlit (20) in

their cybermetic model assumed a time dependent branching process. Curtis

(21) merged some of the ideas of the dual action, cybcrmetic and RMR models.

The great majority of initial events of energy transfer and

diffusion-controlled, free-radical reactions occur usually in less than 10"3

seconds. These result in metastable macromolecular lesions in chromatin. The

repair processes, which involve recognition of the leions and enzymatic

processes, occur much slower for mammalian cells, usually in a time frame of

minutes to hours. Mathematically, the kinetics of the two processes are also

separable.

The nature and distributions of lesions depend on the physical parameters

of the energy transfer, the structure and geometry of distribution of DNA in

the cell nucleus, and on the chemical milieu within the nucleus. Repair

processes on the other hand are performed by enzymes and apparently recognize

the nature of the lesions. The kinetics of repair therefore depend not only

on rate constants but also on the availability, synthesis and degradation of

the repair enzymes. It was also necessary for the RMR model to distinguish

between "Eurepair", where the structure of DNA is reestablished without error

and "Misrepair". Misrepair usually means that the chemical process of repair

has been completed, but that the coding sequences of DNA have been changed.

It is possible that ordinary chemical kinetic studies of repair would usually

not detect misrepair.

The Elkind (22) split-dose repair process indicates that living cells

have time-dependent memories tor the presence of earlier radiation-induced

lesions. The kinetics of processes that have memory cannot be adequately
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described with linear differential equations and for this reason, the equation

that describes the mean rate of repair in the RHR model is a nonlinear

differential equation. The simplest form of this equation postulates tvo

kinds of repair: self repair of lesions proceeds with linear kinetics,

whereas cooperative repair has quadratic kinetics. The RMR model requires

some knowledge of the nature and distribution of radiation-induced lesions in

the genome. When these are available, the RHR equations can describe cellular

survival in split-dose experiments in an adequate manner. The quadratic term

in the differential equation has an obvious relationship to well-known

cytogenetical findings: the occurrence of chromosome deletions and

translocations.

An important role for models is to suggest new avenues for research and

interpretation. The formalism of the RMR model suggested interactions between

the effects of low- and high-LET radiations at a time when it vas believed

that these two modes act independently (23). The RMR model also provided a

quantitative framework for the analysis of the effects of mixed radiations and

an experimental effort is still underway to verify the method of analysis.

We know that ionizing radiations produce a variety of classes of lesions

in genetic material. Models can help to assign appropriate roles to some of

these lesions in the course of development of permanently-expressed effects

(See Fig. 1). Base-alterations or small deletions or the formation of

pyrimidine dimers are very efficiently repaired, and therefore are not the

most likely causes of the effects of ionizing radiation. A lethal dose of

ionizing radiation does not produce enough such lesions in normal mammalian

cells. The RMR model has led to the conclusion that single-strand scissions

also do not appear to be a major cause of lethality. The rate of repair of

single-strand scissions does not correspond to the rate of cellular repair.
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The primary role of DNA double-strand scissions in producing lethality in

yeast cells has been experimentally demonstrated by direct measurements of DS

breaks and by the high radiosensitivity of recombinational repair-deficient

cells (24). In the case of mammalian cells, the role of DNA DS breaks has

long been suspected, but never clearly proven. The rate of DS-break repair

has not been very reliably measured for short time intervals. The slow

component of DS break repair is about the same as the split-dose repair time

of living cells. However, it appears that the number of DS breaks per genome,

measured by elution techniques, is too high.

Most of the published models for cellular radiobiology assume that

radiation-induced lesions occur independently from each other and following

Poisson statistics. When we considered this problem from the point of view of

the RMR model, it became apparent that a specific arrangement in the spatial

distribution of chromatin in the cell nucleus might change the statistical

distribution of lesions. It has also become obvious that a single

highly-ionized charged particle is capable of producing an array of lesions

along its track. Since the distribution of delta rays along the track of an

ionizing particle may be regarded as a cluster, we are developing a new model

for the distribution and repair of radiolesions: the RMR Cluster model

(Tobias, in preparation).

A cluster of delta rays on a cluster of genetic material produces a

cluster of radiolesions. Repair and misrepair are modifications of the

clustering of lesions. Formally the cluster model is using distributions,

similar to those derived by Neyman (25). Neyman used superimposition of

Poisson distributions, whereas for track effects, the combination of Poisson

and binomial distributions appear more germane. Figure 2 shows a typical

theoretical distribution of lesions at various dose levels.
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Edwin Goodwin in our laboratory (26) has used the method of premature

chromosome condensation (PCC) in order to study chromatin scission produced by

ionizing particles of various LET. He has shown that a single, heavy,

high-LET particle can make as many as 12 separate chromatin breaks in the

nucleus of a single cell. At low LET the probability of a single lesions by a

single particle crossing the cell nucleus is very low. Figure 3 shows that

the mean number of particle "hits" differs considerably from the mean number

of lesions per cell nucleus. The number of chromatin breaks detected by this

technique is several times lower than the number of DNA breaks measured after

the cells are chemically processed. A possible explanation for the

discrepancies might be that DNA DS breaks are not the same as chromatin

breaks. Lethality and chromosome aberrations correlate veil with the

chromatin lesions per cell. Chromatin breaks might involve additional lesions

in the proteinaceous nucleoskeleton. The essential lesions are not merely DNA

DS breaks, but perhaps special forms of DS breaks accompanied by greater

structural damage.

There is a strong current conviction among biophysicists that the

radiobiological mechanisms must be understood at the molecular level. Ue

should point out that the existence of multilesions along tracks would not

have been discovered with standard techniques of measurements of DNA strand

breaks. An important aspect of radiobiology should be the study of the

microscopic organizations within the cell nucleus, and how these relate to

multimolecular events, such as chromosome aberrations.

The RMR model has allowed us to relate mathematical concepts involving

the rates of repair to proposed molecular schemes for repair. 3riefly, it

appears that the "self" repair of individual lesions that involve DS breaks is

a process in mammalian cells similar to homologous recombinational repair in
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yeast cells. However, mammalian cells can readily integrate foreign DNA

without the necessity of a complete template in the cell. This type of repair

is nonhomologous repair. The possibility exists that rejoining of two pieces

of DNA depends only on small structurally homologous sections. The

elucidation of the complete mechanism is an immediate challenge for molecular

radiobiology.

There are hamster, mouse, and human cell lines that are highly sensitive

to ionizing radiation because the repair mechanisms for DS breaks are faulty

(27-31). The faulty DNA in the sensitive cells can be complemented by DMA

from repair-competent human cells. Progress is being made to isolate and

learn the sequence of at least one of the human repair genes (Chen, Los Alamos

National Laboratory, private communication).

The chemical identification of crucial repair genes is only a step in

unraveling the mechanism. From the point of viev of the physicist, ve need an

understanding of the dynamic process of repair, including knowledge of the

pathways for information exchange and the energetics of the repair process.

Further, it will be necessary to know how the kinetics of repair fits into the

systematical events occurring during the cell division cycle.

A very modest effort has been started, aimed at understanding the

systematics of DNA application in mammalian cells and the effects of radiation

on this process (see Fig. A). We plan to model DNA replication as a

self-propagating mechanism. When DMA replication is initiated at one site, a

protein messenger signal propagates to other replicons in order to sustain the

chain of events.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Comparison of differences in the yield of DNA-DS breaks between the

theoretical expression of Chadvick and Leenhouts' molecular model

(6-8) and the RMR model (17-19). Note that the yield of lesions as a

function of dose at t = 2 is the same for each, but at t = 0 these

yields are different.

Figure 2 Theoretical Neyman frequency plots of lesion clusters for three dose

levels. Abscissa: number of lesions per cell. Peaks are clearly

seen for zero, one, two or three particles crossing the cell nucleus.

The distribution becomes Poisson for large doses.

Figure 3 The mean number of lesions per cell as functions of dose. (0)

experimental data, (0) Neyman distribution, ( ) poisson fitted to

probability u (0).

Figure 4 Model of serial and parallel processing of DNA progression and

repair. Critical repair enzymes and their relationship to normal DNA

replication are indicated. Specific known radiation effects are also

shown.
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TABLE I

MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN RADIOBIOLOGY

STATIC:

Quantitate initial energy transfer to quantity of expressed effects.

target & hit theory Lea (1)

dual-action theory Kellerer and Rossi (2); Zaider and Rossi (3)

hit-size effectiveness Bond et al., (A); Bond and Varma (5)

DYNAMIC LESION-REPAIR:

Describe dose-time development of lesions and repair.

molecular model Chadvick & Leenhouts (6-8)

dose-rate model Roesch, (10); Braby and Roesch (11)

cybernetic model Kappos and Pohlit (20)

repair saturation Haynes ((12); Goodhead (13)

repair-misrepair Tobias et al. (17-19)

lethal-potentially lethal Curtis (21)
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DNA Progression and Repair Depend on
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STATUS OF PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS OF THE RESPONSE
OF CELLS TO IONIZING RADIATION'

L.A. Braby, N.F. Metting, and J.M. Nelson
Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richiand, WA 99352

Abstract: Mathematical models, based on widely differing assumptions about

the mechanisms by which cells are Inactivated, may lead to equivalent

expressions for survival as a function of dose. To test these models they must be

applied to a wider range of Irradiation protocols. Results of a variety of

experiments Indicate that no single type of damage or repair mechanism

dominates, and that models Incorporating several mechanisms will be required.

Introduction: Models used to describe the response of cells to Ionizing

radiation generally Incorporate features based on assumed mechanisms, but are

largely phenomenological In nature. They generally Ignore the details of

radiation chemistry, chromatin structure, enzymatic repair, molecular

genetics and cell growth and substitute simplified expressions which are

hoped to characterize the limiting step In the entire sequence of events.

These models are used for a wide variety of purposes, and many are quite

successful \n describing cellular response over the range of doses for which

experimental results are available. However, other applications, notably

establishing radiation protection standards, require use of models at doses

and dose rates far below the ranges normally accessible In experimental

studies. In order to justify the use of a model outside the range for which

*Work supported by the Office of Health and Environmental Research (OHER)
U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
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It can be tested, It Is necessary to establ1sh*that the kinetics It

Incorporates are a valid and complete representation of the kinetics actually

governing the response In question. There appears to be no way to make this

determination except by carefully eliminating all of the alternatives.

Types of Models: Some models, for example that developed by Butts and Katz

(1), have been developed to relate the biological effects of different

radiations to physical characteristics of those radiations. In these models

no attempt 1s made to Incorporate the chemical and biological processes

Involved. Instead, those processes are hidden within a description of the

response of cells to a standard radiation, and the effects of other

radiations are estimated from the fraction of the dose delivered by secondary

particles having physical properties similar to those produced by the

reference radiation. This approach 1s quite successful (2) but Is limited to

doses and dose rates for which the response to the reference radiation Is

known.

Another approach to predicting effects of various radiations was

Introduced by Bond and V'arma (3). They assume that a spherical tissue volume

a few micrometers In diameter 1s a suitable phantom for a cell nucleus.

Based on measured response of cells to low doses of a variety of radiations

they calculate the response function of the cell. This response funcl!°n and

the microdosimetry spectrum for a different radiatioi. can be used to predict

response at low doses where only single events occur during the time required

for a cell to repair damage. At these low doses and low dose rates maximum

repair occurs and dose rate Is not a concern. However, the data needed to

obtain the response function must also be obtained at very low doses, and may



not be available for critical cells. The lack of a clear connection with

underlying mechanisms makes It difficult to justify applying response

functions for some cell types to estimate risks to other cell types.

In order to overcome the limitations on applicability Illustrated 1n the

above models, many workers have attempted to Incorporate features

characteristic of classes of biochemical mechanisms into models of radiation

response. The Importance of biochemical repair was recognized soon after the

discovery of split dose repair (4). However, there remains considerable

controversy over the consequences of unrepaired damage remaining in cells.

Although models differ In many additional ways, they generally start with

either the assumption that any unrepaired damage will produce the observable

effect, or that one or more types of lesions are Innocuous Individually but

become effective when they Interact In some way. Both types of model can be

made to fit survival data quite well, but the shoulder 1n the curve results

from a limited amount of repair In the former and from Interaction of damage

in the latter. This difference becomes very Important at low doses where the

probability of Interaction of sub effective lesions would be very small, but

the probability of repair of potentially lethal lesions would be very large.

Generally the models deal with only one type of damage, assuming that It

dominates in determining the response. In many cases it Is also suggested

that there may be direct production of Irrepairabie damage which adds a

linear component to the overall effect.

Since models which yield markedly different results at very low doses

and dose rates often give Indistinguishable dose effect curves at

experimentally testable doses and high rates, Fig. 1, other means have to be
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found to try to eliminate unsuitable models. Split dose and delayed plating

experiments often provide this needed additional Information.

If all damage Is assumed to be lethal or potentially lethal, a

shouldered survival curve will result If either of two further conditions

applies. One possibility Is that a repair system of limited capacity Is

present and becomes "saturated" with Increasing dose (5). The other Is that

there Is a process which depends on the square of the concentration of damage

and results In misrepair or damage fixation (6). Goodhead has provided a

repair saturation model with the simplifying assumption that the enzyme

remains bound to the damage for the duration of the experiment. This results

1n an analytical expression for the amount of damage remaining at any time

after an Irradiation, which can be used to calculate survival as a function

of time In a delayed plating experiment. The amount of damage produced 1n

the second dose of a split dose experiment can be added to the amount

remaining from the first exposure, to determine survival. Results of such

calculations are presented In Fig. 2 which shows that this type of model

predicts higher final survival In a delayed plating experiment than In a

split-dose one. The repair time available to the cell between trypsinization

and damage fixation 1s unknown, and reduces the difference between the split

dose and delayed plating curves, but does not reverse their order. Repair

saturation models which Involve realistic enzyme binding and release

characteristics such as that developed by (7) must be solved by numerical

methods, but give results equivalent to the Goodhead model. However,

experimental results for plateau phase CHO cells clearly show a higher final

survival for a split dose of 4 Gy In each of two fractions separated by time

T, with replating Immediately following the second dose, than In a delayed
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plating experiment with 8 Gy given In a single dose followed by holding in

their depleted medium until trypsintzation at time T. These results are

shown In Figure 3. It appears that only a damage Interaction or fixation

process which depends on the square (or other power greater than one) of the

damage concentration can result in this observed advantage to cells receiving

protracted exposures. However, there are significant differences 1n the

assumption that the damage 1s potentially lethal with the Interaction

resulting In misrepair, and the assumption that the damage Is suMethal with

the Interaction making 1t lethal. One of these differences Is that 1n the

lethai-potentially lethal damage model (6) the split dose and delayed plating

effects are manifestations of the same repair process, while 1n the sublethal

damage models a delayed plating experiment measures one type of repair while

split dose experiments measure a combination of that and a second type of

repair which is effective only If it occurs before Irradiation ends.

Although a complete answer to the question of the nature of the Initial

damage is not yet available, evidence from anoxic Irradiation and repair

studies seems to show that two separate repair processes are responsible for

the split dose and delayed plating effects. When plateau phase CHO cells are

Irradiated anoxically the split dose effect Is essentially eliminated, F1g.

4, but the delayed plating effect is unaltered. This situation depends only

on the oxygen concentration during Irradiation, not on the presence or

absence of oxygen during the repair Interval. Thus It seems that two types

of damage must be Involved. One, which 1s produced Independently of oxygen

concentration, 1s potentially lethal and Its repair is most easily observed

during a plating delay. Another, produced only in the presence of oxygen, is

apparently sublethal and Is repaired during split dose experiments.
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Conclusion: Models of the processes governing the response of cells to

Irradiation provide a way of organizing data and predicting the results of

untried experiments. As models based on specific assumptions about the

mechanisms governing the response of cells are found to be Inadequate, new

and more sophisticated models develop. However, most modelers have avoided

the need for large numbers of variables by assuming that a single type of

damage and repair dominate 1n the production of the observed endpoint.

Recent data suggest that this 1s an unacceptable oversimplification, that at

least two types of damage and repair are Involved. More complex models and

well designed combinations of experiments will be needed to Investigate these

combinations of damage pathways.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. High dose rate survival calculated for a simple linear-quadratic

model (•••) a saturable repair model (5) (—-) and the lethal-potentially

lethal model (6) (—) are essentially Indistinguishable over most of the

survival curve, but differ significantly at low doses.

Figure 2. Saturable repair models predict lower final survival in split dose

experiments than in delayed plating experiments when cells are replated

Immediately after the end of the plating delay or after the second dose

(upper panel). If the cells repair some damage after tryps1n1zat1ont the

difference Is reduced but delayed plating still gives the greater final

survival (lower panel).

Figure 3. Experimental data for plateau phase CHO cells clearly shows higher

survival following the split dose Irradiation.

Figure 4. Split dose repair does not occur in plateau phase CHO cells

Irradiated In nitrogen.
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PRODUCTION OF BYDROXYL RADICAL INDUCED STRAND BREAKS

BT HIGH LET PARTICLES: A THEORETICAL APPROACH

By Aloke Chatterjee
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT

The cross-sections for DNA single strand breaks have been calculated

theoretically for different LET particles. Those breaks which are due to the

indirect action of ionizing radiation have been inviestigated and the calcula-

tions are based on the mechanism of hydrogen abstraction by hydroxyl radicals

from the deoxyribose. The results demonstrate that as the LET of the parti-

cles increase, the production of damage through this mechanism becomes less

effective. It has been concluded that the RBE for indirect action of radia-

tion damage is less than or equal to one.

INTRODUCTION

It is veil known that hydroxyl radicals are capable of producing strand

breaks when an aqueous solution of DNA is irradiated with Ionizing radiation

(1). The mechanism of this process involves the abstraction of various hydro-

gen atoms by the hydroxyl radicals from the sugar molecules present in a DNA

chain. Some of these abstraction processes lead to "prompt" strand breaks and

some lead to "latent" strand breaks. The latter type of breaks are generally

expressed when the irradiated solution is treated with alkali, and hence some-

times referred to as alkali labile sites.

The analysis of radiation-induced cellular effects by manipulating the

production as well as the availability of hydroxyl radicals for attack on a
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DNA chain has been incorporated in manJ>studies (2,3). In some of these

studies, high-LET charged particles and appropriate scavengers of these radi-

cals have been used. For example, Roots et al. (2) used ethylene glycol to

scavenge the hydroxyl radicals and thereby altering the survival curves for

CHO cells. In the same study, they varied the radiation quality and concluded

that for X-rays, about 65X of the damage is due to the indirect action and

this percentage reduces to 252 when low energy (10 MeV/n) neon particles are

used for irradiation. Similar investigations have also been carried out with

aqueous solution of ONA by Kraft et al. (3). In these investigations, the

cross-sections for strand breaks have been measured for high energy iron par-

ticles, and the RBE for both double and single strand breaks is 0.6, i.e.,

less than one. Moreover, at lover energies for the same iron nuclei, the RBE

value for single strand breaks drops to less than 0.06, and that for the

double strand breaks drops to 0.1. From these experiments, one can conclude

that the RFE values for single and double strand breaks cannot be greater than

one for high-LET charged particles.

In order to provide a theoretical basis for the above conclusion, we

are reporting a method of investigation in which the effect of hydroxyl radi-

cals in producing strand breaks has been studied exclusively. The indirect

action of radiation on SV40 DNA in dilute aqueous solution has been calculated

to determine the extent of *0H reaction with the sugar moiety and the bases.

For positioning the various atoms and molecules along a ONA chain, the X-ray

data on structural aspects of the macromolecule have been used. The calcula-

tion has been done for Co -y rays, proton, helium, carbon, neon and argon

particles. For each particle, the velocity has been varied in the calculation

to span over a vide range of LET values.
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Dilute solutions of SV40 DNA molecules in 10 mM tris buffer form a

convenient system for the study of the action of water radicals on DNA. The

concentration of DNA in the solution has been 10 ug/ml and hence the direct

action of radiation (i.e., deposition of energy directly on the DNA molecule)

has been neglected. At this concentration, the absorbed fraction of energy in

DNA is 10~5 as compared to water. Christen et al. (4) found experimentally

that radiation dose in the megarad range are required to detect measurable

number of strand breaks by the direct effect in +X174. The water radicals,

however, are capable of reaching from distances far enough away for the in-

direct effects to be quite large and radiation dose values of the order of

hundreds of rads produce easily measurable effects. Hence, the dilute aqueous

solution of SV40 DNA provides a convenient system for the study of indirect

action of ionizing radiation.

In order to consider the effects of different qualities of radiation,

the concepts of track structure have been used. These concepts along with the

representation of DNA structure are described in the section on method of cal-

culation.

METHOD OF CALCULATION

There are two important aspects in our method to calculate the cross-

section for single strand breaks. One deals with the track structure and the

other with the geometrical representation of the three-dimensional DNA struc-

ture.

(i) Heavy Particle Tracks — Within a very small diameter around a heavy

particle trajectory, we consider the existence of physical "core" otherwise

known as the high energy density region. In this volume, more than half of

the total LET is deposited. Some of the radicals in this region react chemi-
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cally with each other and others diffuse out while intermingling with radicals

from outside the core, called "penumbra". This process continues till the

radical-radical interaction becomes negligible and the radical-buffer and

radical-DNA (bases and sugars) interaction dominates. This phenomenon happens

at a critical radius called the "chemical core" r .. A detailed description

of these concepts and their applications in simple aqueous systems have been

published elsewhere (5).

(ii) Representation of DNA Structure — The SV4O DNA molecule has a molecu-

lar weight of 3.2 x 106 daltons which corresponds to 5226 base pairs; it is

18000 A long and has been considered to be in the B form in the present work.

For this structure, the base pair separation distance is 3.4 A with a strand

separation of 15.2 A. In the Cartesian Coordinate System, the z-axis has been

taken through the center of the polymer and along the long chain. The consti-

tuent atoms of the sugar molecules and those of the bases have been arranged

to have definite x, y, and z coordinates as given by the published stereo-

chemical parameters including the bond lengths (6). After placing each pair

of a nucleotide, a helical twist of 36° has been considered for the subsequent

arrangement of the next pair and this process has been continued till all the

nucleotides have been accounted for. In the double helix, there are 10 base

pairs in a 360° rotation. Although no cross-section calculation has been

reported here for the double strand breaks, considerations have been given to

understand their formation. For these breaks, the assumed requirement has

been to find two single strand breaks on opposite strands separated by less

than 10 to 12 base pairs.

(iii) Cross-Section for Strand Breaks — Since the chemical stage of the

track structure has been considered in terms of the chemical core and the

penumbra, the strand break calculations are separated in two components: (a)
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contribution by the chemical core, and (b) contribution by the penumbra. From

track structure formulae as given in Reference (5), the fraction of energy

deposited in the chemical core, f . , and hence in the penumbra, l-f
cn c?

 has

been computed. In order to obtain the total cross-section for strand breaks,

the respective contributions have been properly weighted by these fractions.

Slightly different procedures have been adopted to calculate the efficiencies

for strand breaks in the two regions, although the overall principle has been

the same. Only OH radicals have been considered to induce strand breaks by

abstracting hydrogen radical from the sugars.

(a) Contribution from the chemical core: By using proper differential

equations for radical-radical interaction, as given in Reference (7), a

decay curve (*0H yield vs. time) is obtained. This curve is modified

(final decay curve) by further reactions of surviving OH radicals with

the tris molecules. A decay curve provides information on the number

of surviving *0H at any given time. A Honte Carlo scheme (8) has been

devised to simulate the diffusion of an OH radical from the point of

its creation by making it jump in three dimensions with a jump-time of

3 x 10~ sec. In each jump, it is decided (by calling a random number

and using the previously obtained final decay curve) whether the par-

ticular radical in question has survived or not. Through this proce-

dure a surviving OH radical has been followed in space and time. If

during the course of its diffusive motion, the radical happens to be

within the reaction radii of the constituent molecules of the ONA

chain, the radical is made to react with a probability of one. The

respective reaction radii are determined from the experimentally meas-

ured rate constant values and given in Table 1.
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Consistent with the analysis of experimental data [see Reference

(9)], we have assumed that attack on the sugar only by an OH radical

leads to strand breaks. Reactions with the bases do not produce strand

breaks, but may lead to other types of damages, e.g. mutations, etc.

Through the above-mentioned procedure, the D ^ ' c values are calculated

for different heavy charged particles.

(b) Contribution from the penumbra: As mentioned earlier, the penum-

bra contribution arises due to high energy electron tracks. These

electron tracks have been analysed in terms of the track entities:

spurs and blobs and the details are given in Reference (10). Through

the concepts of these track entities, the final OH-decay curve (as

referred earlier) is obtained (8) and the rest of the calculation pro-

cedure remains the same as described in the section on chemical core.

The D ^ n " value is very similar to the D37 value vhen calculated

for C O 6 0 _ Y radiation. For this radiation quality, an average electron

energy of 1.0 MeV has been assumed.

Once the respective D,7 values for the regions of chemical core and

penumbra are known, the cross-section for SSB is given by:

where

aSSB

K = 1.602 x 10"9

X = LET in eV/A

... D values are in krads.
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RESULTS

For C O S O - Y radiation, the D value has been calculated to be 9.8 krads

which compares veil with the experimentally measured values between 8.8 and

9.8 krads (C.N. Trumbore, private communication). These values are for prompt

single strand breaks which have been obtained by considering 70% efficiency

for producing this damage as a result of the *0H attack on the deoxyrlbose

molecules (11). For delayed strand breaks (alkali labile), if the efficiency

is assumed to be 100%, then the theoretically determined value is 6.8 krads.

This number also compares favorably with the experimentally determined value

of 6.2 krads.

The resultant D,7 values for different heavy charged particles are

shown in Figure 1. There are several features in this plot. For a given par-

ticle, as it slows down, its LET increases and so does the D J 7 values. That

means, with the increase of LET, the particle becomes less efficient in pro-

ducing strand breaks through *0H interaction mechanism. From the same figure,

it is also quite clear that at a given LET value, two particles are not equal-

ly efficient in producing strand breaks. The particle of higher atomic number

(Z) has a lower D 3 7 value. This is quite understandable because for the

higher Z particle, the velocity has to be higher for the LET values to be the

same. High velocity means, the secondary electrons in the penumbra are pro-

duced with higher energies. Hence in the penumbra region, more 'OH have a

chance to escape for a possible attack on the DNA. Thus, at the same LET

value, the higher Z particle is more efficient in producing strand breaks.

In Figure 2, the cross-sections for single strand breaks have been

plotted against LET. For each particle, the cross-section increases with the

rate of energy deposition and finally the <*„,, goes through a maxima. Since

the scales for the abscissa and the ordinate are the same, a line has been
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drawn at 45° through the cross-section value for Coso_y rays. As seen from

the plot the cross-section values of all the heavy charged particles lie below

this line and hence, it is quite clear that the Cos0-Y rays are the most effi-

cient, per unit energy deposition basis, to produce single strand breaks.

Thus, it can be concluded that for indirect action to cause single

strand breaks, the RBE values (when calculated with reference to Co*°-y rays)

cannot be greater than one.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, the results for single strand breaks have only been pre-

sented. It is quite well known that most of these breaks are repaired quite

efficiently by the enzymatic processes. It is the double strand break that

determines the fate of a living cell. We have made attempts to calculate

double strand breaks through the -OH attack mechanism. We have found that

both for one and two tracks, the efficiencies of producing double strand

breaks by two -OH are quite insignificant (<10~3) compared to the experimen-

tally measured yields. Hence, it is quite possible that a single -OH may be

responsible for not only creating single strand breaks but may even be respon-

sible for producing breaks on both the strands. First, this radical attacks a

site on a deoxyribose molecule. A sugar fragment radical may be produced as a

result of this attack. Then this new radical may have a reasonable chance to

create a break on the opposite strand within 10 or 12 base pairs from the

first break. From our initial computations, it seems that this hypothesis has

a reasonable chance to be successful. More work is in progress and will be

reported in the future.

However, it appears that as long as the -OH are involved, the conclu-

sion for double strand breaks cannot be different from that for the single
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strand breaks. Hence, it is very likely that for all -OH mediated damage, the

RBE cannot be greater than one. Whenever, RBE is measured to be greater than

one, it is due to the contribution from the direct action mechanisms, i.e, a

damage that is created by the direct deposition of energy on a DNA molecule by

a charged particle.
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TABLE 1. Reaction Radii for -OH Reactions

Reaction Sites Rate Constant Reaction Radius (A)

(mol"1 s"1)

Deoxyribose 1.5 x 109 1.0

Adenine 5.4 x 109 3.6

Thymine 5.3 x 109 3.5

Guanine 7.6 x 109 5.0

Cytosine 5.4 x 109 3.6

The reaction radii have been obtained by using the Smoluchovski

equation, K > 4nDQpR. K is the experimentally measured rate

constants, Dna is the diffusion constant for -OH in aqueousun

solution and R is the reaction radius. For details, see Refer-

ences (12) and (13).
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. The D values in krads for producing single strand breaks have

been plotted against LET in eV/A for different heavy charged par-

ticles. D 7 is defined as the dose at which 37% of the DNA mole-

clues are undamaged. Higher D J 7 means lesser efficiency in pro-

ducing damage.

Figure 2. The cross-section («„.) for single strand breaks in (urn)2 has

been plotted against LET (eV/A) for different charged particles.

The cross-section increases vith LET since more *0H are available

for producing damage as the energy density increases. However,

the rate of increase with LET is not large enough to be as effi-

cient as Co _Y rays. After reaching a maximum, the <?C-B goes

down because the energy density is very high and most of the *0H

recombine with other water radicals and hence only a few are

available for damage.
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RADIATION INDUCED RADICAL SPECIES IN DMA

by

Michael D. Sevilla
Oakland University

Rochester, MI 48063

Radiation damage to ONA results from the direct effect where positive

Ions, electrons, and excited states are formed 1n the ONA, and the Indirect

effect where radical species formed in the surrounding medium attack the ONA

[1]. In water these species are primarily e", OH* and H*. Radicals may also

be formed 1n molecular species such as histories, and may then attack the DNA.

Recent studies have also shown that Ion radicals formed 1n the hydration water

surrounding DNA transfer directly to DNA bases [2]. In this paper the

contribution of ESR to the understanding of radicals produced by the direct

effect Is briefly reviewed.

The most important early ESR work on DNA was that of Graslund, et.al. These

workers studied Y-1rrad1ated moist oriented DNA at 77K [3,4], and they

reported only ion radicals. The anion radical was assigned to thymine, and

the cation was assigned to guanine. These results suggest that these Ion

radicals on the DNA bases are primary Intermediates in Y-irradiated ONA, at

least at low temperatures.

Individual DNA Components. Since the individual DNA bases, nucleosides and

nucleotides are less complex than the DNA molecule itself, much work has been

performed on the Y-irradiation of these smaller molecules. ESR studies of

Y-irradiated single crystals of the DNA bases and ESR studies of the DNA base

radicals in aqueous glasses have been reviewed several times [5-10], These

studies have been most useful Identifying radical species which may be

significant to the radiolysis of DNA.

Ion radicals of DNA bases have been Identified in Y-1rradiated

crystalline thymine, thymidine, cytosine [5,8]; guanine [11]; as well as ONA

itself. The cation and anion radicals of all the DNA base have been produced
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in irradiated or photolyzed aqueous glasses [5,7,8,12]. We have performed a

study of various dinucleoside phosphate (DNP) Tr-cations.[12] Photolysis of

these molecules 1n 8 M NaClO. at 77°K resulted 1n the finding that principally

the guanine ir-cation 1s stabilized in DNA and in DNPs containing guanine. We

have also found that the excess electron 1n DNP anion radicals transfers from

the purine to the pyrimidine base at low temperature [13]. This initial

unpaired electron distribution In the ONPs Is a consequence of the relative

attraction of the DNA bases for an excess electron. Results for the 1on

radicals of dinucleoside phosphates are thus in accord with those of Graslund

et al., I.e. only G- and T" are found 1n Irradiated DNA at low temperatures

[3].

Reactions of the DNA Base Ion Radicals. The reactions of DNA base radical

Ions are important to understanding the effect of radiation on DNA. The most

important reactions reported [5-10,14] are: 1. Protonation of the thymine

anion at C-6 to form TH-(reaction 1). This Irreversible step follows the

initial reversible protonation at an oxygen (C-4) observed 1n pulse radiolysis

experiments. The Irreversible protonation of the thymine anion Is easily

observed by ESR in Irradiated DNA. 2. Reaction of the thymine cation by

either deprotonation from the methyl group to form T(-H)« or hydroxyl ion

addition at the 6-carbon to form TOH* (reaction 2). Only the latter reaction

is observed in structures containing a deoxyribose group (TMP). Thus this

reaction would be expected in DNA, but as yet has not been reported. 3.

Reaction of the guanine cation either by deprotonation from a ring nitrogen to

form G(-H)« or hydroxyl 1on addition at the 8-carbon position to form GOH-

(reaction 3). G(-H)« has been reported In single crystal of studies guanine

[11] and suggested in Irradiated DNA. Ion radicals of cystosine and adenine

also react chiefly by deprotonation or hydroxyl Ion addition to cations and
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protonation of anions [14]. These species, however, are not reported in

Irradiated ONA.

At low temperatures from work with model systems one would expect that 1n

Y-1rrad1ated DNA the excess electron on thymine would protonate to form the

TH" radical, as 1s found, and the positive charge on guanine would

subsequently form GOH" or G(-H)*. These latter reactions have not been

verified in DNA. At higher temperatures ion radicals might be expected to

react rapidly before significant migration. Whiiians for example reports an

upper limit of five base pairs for electron migration 1n DNA [15]. Thus

radicals might be expected to form at the DNA bases which react rapidly (by

deprotonation or OH" addition for cations and protonation for anions) not just

at the DNA base ion radicals are most stable at 77K. To date, however, work

on oriented DNA at room temperature has not found evidence for radicals on

other bases [16].

Very Recent Developments in the ESR of Irradiated DNA During the past

few years there have been several important reports dealing with irradiated

DNA. Huttermann et al. confirm that in a wide variety of oriented DNA samples

of varying G-C content, only guanine cation (G-) and thymine anion (T~) are

found from 4K up to 200K [17]. M.C.R. Symons and co-workers also report that

approximately equal amounts of G« and T" centers are formed at 77K [18]. They

analyze for single and double strand breaks by using plasmid DNA and they find

that both exist under conditions in which G» and T~ are the only primary

radical products at low temperature. They find extensive strand breaks upon

annealing to room temperature. Most significantly, they observe that yields of

double strand breaks (dsb) relative to single strand breaks (ssb) are far

greater than predicted statistically. These authors suggest that both G- and

J" centers lead to ssb, and that the unusually high yields of dsb are due to
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the fact that G* and T" centers are often trapped close to one another; i.e.

within 50A*, but presumably on different strands.

Up to this time 1t was usually argued that hydroxyl radical attack was

the principal mechanism for strand breaks. Ward et ai. [19], however have

found that random hydroxyl radical attack cannot account for DNA strand breaks

and the work described herein suggests that anionic and cationic centers may

be more important in radiation damage to DNA than previously thought. The

mechanism for production of strand breaks from DNA base radicals has been

suggested by work of Lemaire et al. on polyuracil [20]. They find that uracil

base radicals ultimately result In strand breaks by abstraction reaction from

the ribose group.

In our own DNA work we have recently Investigated radiation damage to DNA

at elevated temperatures employing spin labeled DNA 1n solution [21]. This

work has been quite useful in delineating the type of attack on the spin label

that occurs as a function of distance from the DNA strand. We have found
o

results which suggest that probes with short tethers (7 A) react mainly with

DNA base radicals whereas longer length probes (15 A) react mainly with water

and sugar radicals.

In our most recent efforts, In conjunction with K. Wheeler and

co-workers, we are comparing the products of radiation damage 1n hydrated

solid DNA under conditions where ESR experiments show that only ion radicals

are Initially formed, with those products formed in DNA in Irradiated in vivo.

A comparison of the products formed 1n the two systems will be a test of our

hypothesis that the direct effect Is the prime cause of radiation damage in

living systems.
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MOLECULAR DAMAGE TO DMA: TYPES. FREQUENCIES AND CONSEQUENCES

J.F.Ward,
University of California at San Diego, M010,

La Jolla, CA 92093.

Work in model systems has de-fined the free radical processes which

lead to ionizing radiation induced DNA damage caused either via direct

ionization or by intermediary OH radicals -from water radiolysis. Most of

the molecular products formed under defined conditions (model systems)

are known. However, little is known of the intracel1ular yields of the

majority of these types of radiation induced DNA damage. The general

problem is sensitivity: After 5 Gray only about 1 in a million DNA

monomer units within each mammalian cell is damaged and such damage is

randomly distributed among a large variety of products. This randomness

makes the use of modern molecular biology techniques difficult. The

questions asked of such techniques must be carefully phrased.

Most of the cellular studies of DNA damage have concentrated on DNA

single strand breaks (SSBX1000 per cell per Gray) and double strand

break <DSB)<40 per cell per Gray) measurements. (Some measurements of

specific base damaged products have been made; thymine product, 250 per

cell per Gray; 8-hydroxyadenine, 700 per cell per Gray). Measured yields

of DNA breaks probably may not represent the numbers of these types of

damage present in the cell. The techniques used -for assay of strand

break damage (both double and single) recruit damage into the break

category which does not exist as a break in the cell.

The alternate to actual measurement of damage yields

intracellularly is extrapolation from model systems. However such an

extrapolation is difficult. A generality can be stated: The sum of the

base damage yields is greater than the deoxyribose damage yield, from

indirect effect the ratio, base/sugar damage is 2.8-4 and for direct

damage 1. Intracellularly the ratio is expected to be 2.3-3.
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We have suggested that the mechanism by which the proposed lethal

damage, the DNA DSB, is produced is via the -formation o-f locally

multiply damaged sites (LMDS)(formed in volumes of high local energy

deposition). 0-f these LMDS it can be calculated that only 1IX represent

actual DSB the rest have a base damage component.

We have proposed that the individually damaged sites are

biologically unimportant since they can be readily repaired. However in

attempting to repair LMDS, cells are presented with a variety o-f

problems. It is questionable whether such damage can be accurately

repaired except by recombinational processes. It is possible that cells

have not evolved a repair system specific for ionizing radiation induced

damage since the average cell exposed to background radiation will 'see'

only one SSB per year and 1 DSB each 25 years.

(Supported by PHS Grant CA 2 6 2 7 9 ) .
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RADIATION INDUCED NUCLEOTIDE DAMAGE: METHODS AND MODELS
K.T. Wheeler, Department of Radiology, Bowman Gray School of Medicine

Winston-Salem, NC 27103

Although it has been known for decades that ionizing radiation can cause

cells to die, mutate or transform, relatively little is known about the

exact mechanisms responsible for these biological phenomena. There are

several common features to any proposed mechanism in mammalian cells.

First, an energy deposition event occurs in or near the critical target that

immediately alters the target chemically and structurally. Secondly, the

initial damage is often unstable and nonenzymatjc rearrangements occur to

produce more chemically stable damage products and conformations. Thirdly,

these damage products and conformations are modified by enzymatic processes.

Finally, the enzymatically modified target interacts with all of the

cellular biochemical and metabolic processes to produce a cell which either

is indistinguishable from the original cell or is mutated, transformed or

committed to death. The data convincingly argue that, in the majority of

the cases, the critical target is the genetic material located in the cell

nucleus.

In many respects, the failure to identify the exact mechanisms responsible

for cell lethality, mutations and transformation stems from our lack of

knowledge about the production and fate of specific lesions produced in the

DNA at biologically relevant radiation doses. For example, no chemically

distinct DNA lesion produced by ionizing radiation has been shown to be

unmodifiable by enzymatic repair processes. The frequency of inserting

erroneous bases during enzymatic modification or replication of specific

radiation-induced DNA lesions is unknown. This list of examples is by no

means exhaustive.
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In general, our limited knowledge is caused by both a lack of sensitive

methods for measuring chemically distinct lesions in cellular DNA and a lack

of models that can address fundamental questions that are peculiar to

cellular DNA, but too complex to be studied in cellular DMA. Recently, four

methods (antibodies, GC/MS, HPLC and LC/MS) for measuring specific DNA

lesions have become available. The advantages and disadvantages of these

techniques, new approaches to improve their detection sensitivity, the

influence of DNA sequence, conformation and oxygen status on the spectrum

and quantity of specific lesions produced, and critical biological questions

that are now experimentally addressable will be discussed.
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MJTAGENIC MUTATIONS: XERODERMA PIGMENTOSUM AND THE QUESTION OF THE XP VARIANT

Jamas D. Regan and Andrew A. Francis

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

INTRODUCTION

Cells from patients with the classical form of the sun sensitive

hereditary disease xeroderma pigmento3um (XP) exhibit high sensitivity to

ultraviolet (UV) radiation and chemical mutagens (e.g. benzo(a}pyrene

diolepoxides, N-Acetoxy-2-acetyloaminofluorene) in terms of mutation induc-

tion and survival. The evidence indicates that classical XP cells are

deficient in the "bulky adduct" repair system. Classical ZP Is thus a

nmtatlon-nermiaslve nutation. Cells from XP variant (XPV; patients are UV

sensitive for mutation Induction and cell killing but UV-induced pyrimidine

dimers are excised. In XPV cells chemical "bulky adducts" from

benzo(a)pyrene diolepoxides and other such agents do not cause inoreased

mutations or increased cell killing above that seen in normal cells (1).

This evidence suggests that the XPV cells are not sensitive to pyrimidine

dimers or other bulky adducts, but that another UV-induced DNA lesion, not

dealt with by the excision repair system, may be causing the increased

mutation and the decreased survival after UV.

The molecular lesion in XPV has been attributed to a defect in post-

replication repair after UV (2). In normal cells, after UV, the nascent

DNA is made in pieces smaller than usual. After about two hours the normal

cells recover the ability to synthesize DNA of the proper size. The same

process occurs in XPV cells except that this recovery process takes about

eight hours. Note that in this mutation there appears to be no absolute

defect, that Is, no repair function is completely missing in XPV. At best

this mutation is "leaky". However, we have recently found that XPV cells
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are missing a prereplication repair function present in normal cells.

There is a UV-induoed, photosensitive lesion (not a 5,6 pyrlmidine dimer)

which is removed from normal cells within five hours after UV irradiation.

XPV cells are totally incapable of removing this lesion (3).

Our experiments have shown that the production of the lesions by 254 nm

irradiation is independent of temperature which indicates a photodynamic

and not an enzymatic or ohemical reaction is involved in the formation of

the lesions. The disappearance of the lesion from the DNA, however, is

temperature dependent and probably enzymatic. In an attempt to learn more

about the nature of the lesion, the spectra of the lesion's formation and

its photolysis were measured. We found that the formation of the lesion

occurs with roughly the same wavelength as in the formation of pyrimidine

dimers. Photolysis of the lesion ocours with wavelengths less than 300 nm

to 400 nm with a maximum at 313-317 nm. These properties may indicate a

possible involvement with the thymldine (6-4) photoproduct.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Procedures for cell culture, DNA labeling, UV irradiation and DNA pho-

tolysis, and single strand break analysis by alkaline sucrose gradients

have all been described in detail elsewhere (3).

RESULTS

Experiments were conducted to determine if the formation of the 313

sensitive lesion in the cellular DNA by 254 nm UV irradiation was at all

dependent on the temperature during irradiation, that is, to discover if

there was any Indication of a biological/enzymatic process involved in
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forming this lesion. Experiments were performed using 251 no UV doses of

20 and 60 J/m and cells were irradiated at 0 and 37°C. As shown in figure

1 there was no effect of temperature on the formation of the lesion. This

evidence suggests that the formation of the lesion is a photodynamio pro-

cess not involving an enzymatic or other temperature dependent activity.

Next it was necessary to determine if removal of the lesion from the

ONA of normal cells was temperature dependent. Figure 2 shows the results

of these experiments. When the cells were held at ioe temperatures for

five hours after 254 nm irradiation and then irradiated with 313 on to

detest the lesion, the number of lesions per 10 daltons of ONA remained

the same as at zero time. In the cells held at 37°C for the five hours the

lesions were removed and no excess strand breaks were observed. This remo-

val or repair prooess Is thus temperature dependent and probably enzymatic.

Since the wavelengths of sunlight which penetrate the atmosphere are

not in the range of 250-260 nm but are >2<X) nm. It was important to deter-

mine if the photosensitive DNA lesion could be induced by simulated sun-

light and thus be of biological significance in human exposure. Figure 3

shows data of photosensitive lesion induction curves using 254 nm UV, Koda-

cel filtered FS40 sunlamp radiation (>290 nm) and mylar filtered FS40 sun-

lamp radiation (>320 nm). Exposures were used whioh produced induced pho-

tosensitive lesion induotion with the 254 nm lamp and the Kodaoel-filtered

sunlamp. The mylar-filtered lamp did not produce the photosensitive

lesions.

Further data on this aspect is presented in figure 4 which shows the

action spectrum of induction of the lesion in cellular DNA. The lesions
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were readily induced at wavelengths 254 - 260 nm. Above 260 nm the effi-

ciency of induction drops precipitously. In determining the action spec-

trum for photolysis of the lesion we were limited by two factors. We could

only use the more Intense mercury emission lines, and, at lower

wavelengths, the photolyslng light produced significant numbers of single

strand breaks in the unirradlated control DNA. Nevertheless our results

show that, among the photolysing wavelengths tested, the optimum one for

photolysis of the lesion was 313 nm (Figure 5).

Among the three genetic types of human cells, XP classical (complemen-

tation Croup A) XP variants and normal cells the handling or processing of

the 313 nm photosensitive lesion is markedly different in each cell type.

Figure 6 shows the fate of the lesion in the three cell types with time

after 254 nm UV irradiation. In normal cells the lesion appears to be

removed from the DNA at a rate such that it is nearly all gone by three

hours and totally removed by five hours. In the XPV cells there is no

change from 0 time up to 20 hours (the longest time we have made observa-

tions). In the case of the XPA cells the interpretation of the results is

less obvious. The curve we observe is essentially the reciprocal of that

seen in normal cells with the number of photosensitive lesions increasing

with time up to an apparent doubling of their number by five hours and

remaining at that level for up to 20 hours.

DISCUSSION

From the data of figure 1 i t seems apparent that the 313 ran sens i t i ve

les ion can be Induced at e i ther 0°C or at 37°C and the frequency of lnduc-
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tion is quantitatively related to UV dose. In this sense the lesion is

much like a 5,6 pyrlmidine dimer, where the induction process is a purely

photodynamic process. Removal of the lesion is temperature dependent, sug-

gesting an enzymatic process.

The photosensitive lesion can be induced by germicidal lamps and also

by wavelengths present in natural sunlight. It is therefore not strictly a

"laboratory" phenomenon and may have biological significance. The fact

that an apparently enzymatic process has evolved in normal cells for the

lesion removal is also indicative of biological significance.

As shown in figure 4 the action spectrum for induction of the lesion is

similar to that for 5,6 pyrimidine dimers. The peak of the action spectrum

for photolysis Is 313 nm which is also the peak reported for photolysis of

the (6-4) product(4). We do not know if the radiation product is a (6-4)

adduct type or not. There are arguments for and against. The similarity

of photolysis peaks for the lesion reported here and the (6-4) product

argues that we are dealing with (6-4) or perhaps a precursor thereof.

However, the reported frequency of induction of (6-4) is about 20 times

higher than what we detect by our methods. Yet it is conceivable that In

detecting one single strand break we are actually observing several pho-

tosensitive lesions, that is, they may occur in clusters as the curvilinear

shape of our photolysis curves suggests. Another argument against the pho-

tosensitive lesion being the (6-4) product is the reported excision of (6-

4) product from the DNA of XP variant cells when assaued with a polyclonal

antibody to (6-4) (5).

The unique handling of the photosensitive lesion among the three cell
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types (normal, classical XP and XPV) presents a problem in interpretation.

For normal and XPV cells the results seem straight forward. In normal

cells the lesion Is Induced and then removed. In XPV it is induced but not

removed, that Is, a clear cut repair defect is observed. But what of the

results In the classical XP cells? As seen in Fig. 6 while the number of

lesions is decreasing in the normal cells after UV, it is proportionately

increasing in the XPA cells. At present we have no adequately proven

explanation for the results. However we believe it Is conoeivable that the

photosensitive lesion may be a precursor of the (6-4) produot with a lower

sensitivity to 313 nm radiation. In normal cells It may be converted to a

(6-1) and removed. In XPA cells it may be converted to (6-1) thus having

higher sensitivity to 313 nm. In the XPV cells no conversion takes place

because the XPV cells may be mutant for the conversion enzyme. The correct

answer awaits in future research.
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FIGURE LEOENDS

Figure 1. Fonsation of the 313 nm light sensitive lesion in the DNA of

human cells 0°C compared to 37°C. Cells were Irradiated with 20

(0,9) and 60 J/m2 (•,•) of 0V light at 0°, (•,•); and at 37°C (•

,0); then exposed to 313 nm light. The resulting strand breaks

are plotted vs the 313 nm light dose.

Figure 2. Removal of 07-induced 313 nm light sensitive lesions from the

DMA of human oella at 37°C compared to 0°C. Cells were irradi-

ated with 20 nm 07 light then incubated for 0 (0) and 5 hours at

37° (•) and at 0°C (•). Photolysis curves plotted the same as

in Fig. 1.

Figure 3. Formation of the 313 nm sensitive lesion by Irradiation with 20

J/m 254 nm light (0) oompared to a dose of kodacil filtered

FS40 aunlamp irradiation which results in the same amount of

pyrlmldlne dlmers in the DNA (•). The same dose (J/a ) of FSW

light filtered with mylar (•) produced no detectable 313 sensi-

tive lesions.

Figure 4. An action speotrum of the formation of the photosensitive lesion

in the DNA of human oells. A dose response ourve was generated

for each wavelength tested and the slope of this ourve was plot-

ted rs. wavelenth. Each point on the curve required data from

18 individual gradients.
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Figure 5. An action spectrum of photolysis of DNA containing photo3ensi-

tlve lesions. Cells were Irradiated with 20 J/m of 25H run

light followed by irradiation with various wavelength light for

photolysis. The Initial slope of the dose curve obtained with

eaoh wavelength of photolysing light was plotted vs the

wavelength (•). The spectrum Is limited to the more Intense

mercury emission lines and also by the number of strand breaks

produoed In the unlrradlated control DNA by the lower

wavelengths of photolysing light (0).

Figure 6. Maximum number of DNA strand breaks generated by 313 nm photo-
2

lysis at various times after 20 J/m DV irradiation of: 0, nor-

mal; A, XP-A;Di XP-variant (PeHay);«r, IP-Variant (WoMec); §,

XP-variant (GM 3055). PeHay, WoMec and GM 3055 are flbroblast

cultures from three XPV patients from different kindreds.
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REPAIR/MISREPAIR AND LINEAR DOSE DEPENDENCIES.

M. M. Elkind, Department of Radiology and Radiation Biology, and the Cellular
and Molecular Biology Program, Colorado State University, Fort Collins,
Colorado 80523.

People at large are exposed to small doses of radiation usually pro-
tracted over extended periods of time. Consequently, biological effects,
which are believed to follow a threshold-type response, are thought to be
unimportant because it is assumed that the damage due to doses in the
threshold region is repaired. In contrast, dose-dependencies which are linear
are thought to be fully effective. The number of individuals affected Is taken
to be the product of the number exposed, the yield per unit dose, and the
dose. The protraction interval ordinarily is not considered. Hence, the under-
lying and implicit assumption is that a linear dose-effect results from a
single event which is not modifiable by biochemical or biological processes
(see below). The unmodlflability of single-event damage is also consistent
with the discrete and energetic nature of radiant energy absorption. A pri-
mary absorption event, due to a low-LET radiation, on average deposits 60 eV
over dimensions which are atomic in size.

When the number of cells at risk is not significantly diminished over the
dose range of interest, a linear dose dependency can be specified simply by
the coefficient of the linear term. Such is the case for mutation induction
and neoplastic transformation particularly if frequencies of induction are
normalized by the fraction of cells surviving. When dose dependencies of cell
killing are of Interest, linearity may not be as readily evident. To begin
with, the fraction surviving (S) is usually measured (i.e., one minus the
fraction killed) and because the population at risk may be significantly de-
creased with increasing dose, linearity takes the form of an exponential
dependence on dose (D), e.g.,

S « e"vD - e " \ (1)

In eq. (1), X increases linearly with dose and A is the average
probability that an inactivating event will be scored. When D is expressed as
primary absorption events per unit volume, T is the volume of the target which
has to be "hit" to kill a cell. Hence, "linear," or "single-event," or
"single-hit" inactlvatlon is formally derived from Poisson Statistics where
the probability of survival is equated to the Po term, i.e., the probability
of no successes. It is the average probability of a "hit" X which depends on
the coefficient of the linear (and only) term in the dose dependency. However,
equating S to PQ implies the following. If H(h) is the probability that a
cell will survive when its target r is hit h times, then implied by eq. (1) is
the biological statement that:

- <0; h ; ?. (2)

Equation (2) states that exponential survival is an "all or nothing"
process, a notion with which the end point colony formation has a formal
correspondence. Because of the meaning of this equation, it has been assumed
that an exponential dose effect is not modifiable by dose protraction because
the rate at which hits are registered should not have a bearing on whether or
not a target is hit. The preceding implies, in turn, that the coefficient v
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is not modifiable by cellular processes which would be expected to come Into
play if the time of dose protraction is of the order of the times character-
istic of biochemical or cellular processes. From the latter inference, the
generalization frequently is made that exponential survival Is independent of
cellular repair. Furthermore, the same ideas are applied to end points in
addition to survival, with the recognition that single-hit inactivation Is
formally equivalent to a linear dependence on dose,, and to other inducing
•gents (e.g., nonlonlzlng radiations, chemicals, biological modlfers, etc.)
with the understanding that D in eq. (1) is not specific to ionizing
radiation.

To pursue biochemical/molecular mechanisms underlying a linear dose
dependency, it is necessary to know the boundary conditions imposed by
cellular responses. For this reason, the dependence of different end points
on dose protraction, or other treatments which have been found to influence
response, have been examined In regions of effect which show a linear depend-
ence on dose. Data exist, or are being further developed, on DNA damage, cell
survival, and neoplastlc transformation; studies of mutagenesis are in
progress. In several instances, the results show a strong dependence on dose
protraction and/or a postlrradlatlon treatment. Thus, identifying sensitive
targets molecularly as DNA — or a sensitive volume, e.g., T, as a portion of
the genome — is generally an incomplete basis for stating the relationship
between cause and degree of effect.

Although the inferences of eq. (2) are not supported in several
Instances, nonetheless a biophysical basis is available for understanding
linear dose dependencies which are modifiable. This basis comes from a
theorem due to T. A. Hall [Bull. Math. Blophys., ^5. H3 (1953)] which leads a
modification of eq. (2) as follows:

HO,, • |i; J I 2. <3)
Equation (3) leads to an Interpretation [M. M. Elkind, Radlat. Res., 71, 9
(1977)] that a proportion of the "hits" or "events" registered in a sensitive
volume may be without effect because of repair processes which depend upon the
biochemistry of the cell. (This investigation was supported by PHS grant
number CA 41483 awarded by the National Cancer Institute, DHHS.)
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CHROMOSOMAL ABERRATIONS FROM RADIATION INDUCED

DNA LESIONS

A.T. Natarajan and L.H.F. Mullenders

Department of Radiation Genetics and Chemical Mutagenesis

State University of Leiden, Sylvius Laboratoria, Wasse-

naarseweg 72, 2333 AL Leiden, and
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One of the important biological consequences of ionizing radiations

in eukaryotlc cells is the formation of chromosomal aberrations. Clas-

sical basic radiobiological concepts such as target theory have been

based on the quantitative data on induced chromosomal aberrations in

Tradescantia (1). Mechanistic aspects of chromosomal aberration forma-

tion following treatment with ionizing radiations were considered by Sax

(2) and Revell (3). These hypotheses were proposed at a time when the

knowledge of the structure of chromosome and DNA was not well under-

stood. Bender and his colleagues (4) proposed a unified model for the

formation of different types of chromosomal aberrations following treat-

ment of cells with short wave UV, ionizing radiations and chemical muta-

gens. In this model, DNA double strand break has been considered as the

most important lesion leading to radiation induced chromosomal aberra-

tion.

Ionizing radiations Induce four different classes of DNA lesions,

namely, single strand breaks (SSBs), double strand breaks (DSBs),

various classes of base damage (BD) and DNA-protein cross links. Both

DSBs and BDs have been considered as the possible candidates for the

formation of aberrations (5, 6). Ionizing radiations induce chromosome

type of aberrations in Gl cells and chromatld type of aberrations in S

and G2 cells. Short wave UV and majority of the chemical mutagens induce

mainly chromatid type of aberrations in Gl and G2 cells and the cells

have to go through an S phase before the aberrations can be visualized.

The latter group of agents (the so called S dependent agents) are potent

inducer of sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs), in contrast to ionizing

radiations. Thus, from the pattern of aberrations formed, one can try to

deduce the type of DNA lesions Involved.

1. Experiments favouring the involvement of DSBs:

Most of the radiation induced lesions are repaired or mis-repaired

very rapidly. Some or most of the SSBs are repaired by an excision path-

way during which small single strand gaps are formed (7, 8). If one can

convert these single strand gaps into DSBs, one would expect an increase

in the frequencies of X-ray induced aberrations, provided DSBs lead to

chromosomal aberrations. We X-irradiated Chinese hamster ovary cells

(CHO) in G2 or Gl phase of the cell cycle, made thsm permeable with in-

activated Sendai virus and introduced Neurospora endonuclease, an enzyme

which can recognize single strand DNA stretches and digest them, thus

introducing DSBs (9). Such a post treatment increased the frequencies of

all classes of aberrations, i.e., gaps, breaks and exchanges by a factor



of about 2. When CHO cells irradiated with fast neutrons (0.5 MeV) and

post treated with NE no potentiation in the yield of aberrations was ob-

served, indicating that no single strand breaks or gaps were available

for the action of NE (10). NE treatment following X-irradiation in-

creased the frequencies of DSBs as determined by neutral sucrose grad-

ient centrifugation analysis (11). These data can be interpreted to

mean that X-ray induced DSBs are directly involved in the formation of

aberrations, as concomitant with the increase in the frequency of DSBs

by NE, there is an increase in the frequency of chromosomal aberrations.

An ideal experiment to demonstrate the involvement of DSBs in the

formation of aberrations, would be to induce only one class of lesion,

namely DSBs and ask the question, whether these lesions induce chromo-

somal aberrations, and if so, whether the pattern of aberrations formed

is similar to that observed following X-irradiation. Restriction endo-

nucleases (REs) would be ideal candidates for this purpose. When restr-

iction endonucleases were introduced in Chinese hamster cells permeabil-

ized with inactivated Sendai virus, a high frequency of chromosomal

aberrations was observed (12, 13). REs, such as Eco RV and Pvu II, which

induce blunt DNA strand breaks were more efficient in inducing chromo-

somal aberrations than those which induce cohesive breaks such as Bam HI

(12, 13). In addition, REs induced chromosome type of aberrations in Gl

and chromatid type of aberrations in G2, a pattern very similar to the

one obtained following irradiation of cells with ionizing radiation (13,

14). These results point out that DNA DSBs should be the important

lesion for X-ray induced chromosomal aberrations.

2. Evidence for the involvement of base damage:

When X-Irradiated human peripheral blood lymphocytes are post-

treated with cytosine arabinoside (ara C) for different periods, the

frequencies of aberrations increase with duration of post treatment (6,

15, 16). Since most of the DNA strand breaks are repaired very fast,

such an Influence of ara C on the yield of aberrations has been inter-

preted as an effect on slowly repairing DNA base damage (6). It has been

demonstrated earlier that SSBs accumulate, if UV irradiated cells are

post-incubated with ara C due to its Inhibition of the polymerisation or

ligation of the breaks generated during the repair step in the excision

process to remove pyrimidine dimers (17). An analysis of the X-ray in-

duced chromosomal aberration data in studies involving ara C shows that

most of the increase in the frequency of aberrations occur during the

first hour following irradiation, indicating that most of the repair of
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lesions which can be Inhibited by ara C occurs during the first hour

following Irradiation (6, 15). The Influence of ara C treatment for

shorter durations (15 mln to 60 mln) on the yield of X-ray induced chro-

mosomal aberrations in lymphocytes has been studied (15, 16). The

maximum increase was found to be in the first 15 minutes (15). In a more

detailed study involving blood samples from 4 individuals, it was found

the increase In yield, due to ara C, saturates by 30 minutes (16). These

results indicate that ara C influences the repair of lesions which occur

immediately following irradiation, rather than those repaired slowly.

When X-irradiated lymphocytes were allowed to repair for one hour and

then challenged with ara C, no potentiation in the frequency of aberra-

tions was observed in metaphase analysis (15). This indicates that the

majority of the lesions whose repair is inhibitable by ara C was already

repaired by one hour.

In order to check whether the metaphase analysis is reliable in

such studies, in view of the cell cycle delay that can occur, we anal-

ysed this problem using premature chromosome condensation (PCC) tech-

nique (15). Isolated lymphocytes were irradiated and fused immediately

to mitotically dividing CHO cells, or allowed to repair in the presence

or absence of ara C and then fused (15). The results show that ara C

completely inhibits the repair of breaks visualised as PCC. To get a

biochemical insight into this problem, the frequencies of DNA strand

breaks induced by X-rays in lymphocytes and their repair in the presence

or absence of ara C were investigated (15). Since it is not possible to

radioactively prelabel the lymphocytes, nucleoid sedimentation technique

using ethidium bromide as DNA stain was used (15, 18). Lymphocytes ir-

radiated with 10 Gy of X-rays repair majority of the induced strand

breaks by one hour recovery time. When the cells were post-treated with

ara C the repair of strand breaks was completely inhibited (15). If the

cells were allowed to recover for one hour and then challenged with ara

C, there was no further increase in the frequency of strand breaks in-

dicating that most of the strand breaks, the repair of which could be

inhibited by ara C were already repaired by one hour (15). In the

nucleoid sedimentation technique, neutral conditions are employed and

thus, the strand breaks detected do not represent alkaline labile sites,

such as base damage. The results obtained from the analysis of metaphase

chromosomes, prematurely condensed chromosomes as well as measurement of

DNA strand breaks by nucleoid sedimentation technique, all point out

that majority of the aberrations induced by X-rays are formed by lesions
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which are repaired very fast, these lesions are DNA strand breaks and

their repair can be effectively inhibited by ara C. This conclusion is

also supported by studies on induction and repair of DNA strand breaks

in lymphocytes, in the presence and absence of ara C using the DNA un-

winding technique (16).

Experimental evidence exists for the capacity of ara C to inhibit

repair of radiation induced DNA DSBs (19). It was of interest to see if

ara C treatment will influence the frequencies of chromosomal aberra-

tions induced by restriction endonucleases, as these aberrations are

exclusively formed from the mis-repair of DSBs. Ara C was found to be

effective in increasing the frequency of all types of aberrations

induced by Pvu II in CHO cells and mouse PG 19 cells (13), as well as

those induced by Alu I (20). Thus, it appears clear that potentiation of

X-ray induced aberrations by ara C need not to be its influence on the

slowly repairing base damage (6), but more likely to its influence on

fast repairing DSBs. In fact, when the influence of ara C on the yield

of dicentric chromosomes induced by X-rays, over a wide range of doses

is evaluated, it appears that this influence is predominant at low doses

(less than 2 Gy) indicating an influence on the linear part of the dose

response curve, which is assumed to be the contribution of DSBs arising

from a single ionization track (16).

Recent studies using mutants of CHO cells defective in repair of

DNA DSBs have pointed out to a strong correlation between the ability to

repair DSBs and the frequencies of X-ray induced aberrations (21, 22).

Earlier studies from our laboratory employing cells with chromosomes in

Gl unifiliarly substituted with S-bromodeoxyuridine and exposed to UVA

(to induce SSBs in one strand of the DNA) demonstrated that induced SSBs

led mainly to chromatid type of aberrations (23). These results may rule

out the possibility of X-ray induced SSBs in Gl leading to chromosome

type of aberrations unless one assumes a qualitative difference between

the SSBs induced by X-rays in unsubstituted DNA and UVA on BrdUrd sub-

stituted DNA. All these results taken together support the conclusion

that X-ray induced DSB is the most important lesion responsible for the

origin of chromosomal aberration.
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CHROMOSOMAL DAMAGE AS A FUNCTION OF RADIATION QUALITY

Charles R. Geard
Radiological Research Laboratory
College of Physicians & Surgeons

Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 10032

Induced alterations of chromosomes, disrupting the orderly sequence

and/or constituents of DNA are accepted as being responsible for a signifi-

cant proportion of cellular lethality, genetic mutation, and, as has become

increasingly apparent in recent years, human cancer. The quantitative

microscopic observation of -hromosomal aberrations induced by ionizing

radiations has shown that yield changes with such parameters as cell type,

cell stage in the cell cycle, oxygen concentration, absorbed dose, dose

rate, temperature and linear energy transfer (LET). As LET Increases

curvilinear dose responses become increasingly linear. It appears that the

majority of chromosomal aberrations originate from molecular interaction

between pairs of lesions (misrepalr). This can formally be explained as

follows. Chromosome breaks, a.k.a. lesions, a.k.a. subleslons are initiated

by several ionizations produced by a single charged particle and for low-LET

radiations the yield of two-break aberrations (those most frequently

observed) follows the form

Y(yield) - OD + 6D2 (D - absorbed dose).

This formalism explains exchange aberration production as being due to two

chromosome parts being damaged by the same particle then interacting to

produce the aberration (the linear term) or two chromosome part6 being

Individually damaged by two separate particles then Interacting to produce

the aberration (the quadratic term). As dose increases, particle proximity
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is enhanced and hence the quadratic term predominates. At low dose and low

dose rate, which allows for a time-dependent restitution before interaction

can take place, the linear term predominates.

For low-LET radiations the linear-quadratic relation adequately de-

scribes the vast majority of dose-response relations found for chromosomal

aberrations in a variety of cell types from many widely divergent organisms

but predominantly and preeminently man. As LET increases the frequencies of

aberrations produced per unit dose increase up to an optimum as has been

noted for other end points. Since chromosomal aberrations are responsible

(at least in part) for radiation-induced cell lethality, radiation-induced

nutation, and possibly radiation-induced cancer, there is a solid basis for

concluding that interactions between pairs of entitles is an underpinning

for biophysical mechanisms of radiation action.

It is apparent that the rate of energy deposition along the track is

the predominant influence on Initiation of damage, and since most

aberrations result from interactions between pairs of damaged sites, it is

also necessary to assess over what distances such Interactions can take

place. For single track induced aberrations this appears to be a few to a

few ten6 of nanometers. However for aberrations resulting from "breaks"

induced by independent tracks interaction distances appear to be a fraction

to a few micrometers.

The dramatic nature of the LET Influence can be illustrated in the

following example. As LET increases by a factor of 8 (from 10 to 80 keV/

Vm), the frequencies of aberrations per cell (at the same absorbed dose ~ 1

Gy) increases roughly by a factor of A. At the same time particle fluence

is decreasing by a factor of 8. This means that on a per charged particle

basis, one particle track at 80 keV/jJm is about 3JL times more likely to

produce a chromosomal aberration than a 10 keV/um particle track.
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Lineal energy density Is clearly of paramount Importance in lesion

induction and aberration production however the relative probabilities of

such aberrations leading to lethal or non-lethal and potentially carcino-

genic events is less certain. Establishing greater certainty has profound

implications for understanding LET effects and the application of radiation

protection standards.

Furthermore there are increasing indications that differentiation-

related DNA changes (e.g. B cell maturation, which when aberrant can lead to

inappropriate translocations and oncogene activation) may involve compart-

mentalisation in the cell nucleus. In this way accessibility of DNA lesions

for interaction is likely to be both cell type and stage dependent. The use

of definable radiation sources in conjunction with definable cellular

sources is likaly to be definitive in eliciting an understanding of the

basis of chromosome aberration formation with its profound implications.
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FACTORS AFFECTING INDIVIDUAL SENSITIVITY TO
RADIATION AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL MOTAGENS

Robin C. Leonard, Jay C. Leonard, Judith M. Wieland, Michael A. Bender,
and Richard B. Setlow

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

ABSTRACT

An understanding of the variation In the abilities of apparently normal

individuals to repair physical and chemical damage to their DNA is important

to further evaluate the role of these repair processes in individual

susceptibility to specific toxic agents as well as to certain disease

processes. Identifying intrinsic sources of variation, such as age, sex, and

race is important for the appropriate extrapolation of research findings to a

"general" population that probably is composed of many sub-populations, each

with its own range of susceptibilities. Our efforts have been directed to

obtaining estimates of the means, standard deviations, and ranges of various

DNA damage/repair measurements, and to identify demographic factors that have

an effect on DNA repair capacity. The endpoints include unscheduled DNA

synthesis, sister chrometid exchanges, formation of micronuclei, and 0&

methylguanine methyl transferase activity. No consistent effect of age or sex

has been seen. Cigarette smokers showed a higher frequency of sister

chromatid exchanges compared to nonsmokers. These increases, however, were

not statistically significant.
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INTRODUCTION

An important factor in the evaluation of the effects of radiations and

fuel-derived environmental mutagens and carcinogens on humans is the

distribution of responses among exposed individuals. From the analysis of DNA

repair-deficient human diseases, it is known that the population contains a

few very small supersensitive subsets. This very restricted number of

supersensitive individuals is not an important public health problem, but the

existence of large numbers of individuals more sensitive than the average

could be an important one. Are there such sensitive subsets in our population

and, if so, how large are they? The answers to these questions are of obvious

importance in setting standards for exposure levels and for extrapolating from

limited epidemlological studies to the entire population.

Individuals known to be defective in DNA repair are also cancer prone.

In the homozygous genetic disorders xeroderma pigmentosum (defective excision

of pyrimidine dimers or bulky adducts), ataxia telangiectasia (defective

repair of X-ray induced lesions) and Fanconi's anemia (defective removal of

DNA strand cross-links) much is known about the nature of the repair defect

(1-3). In Bloom's syndrome there is a high level of spontaneous chromosome

abnormalities and sister chromatId exchanges, which are apparently related to

a deficiency in DNA ligase I (4,5) or topoisomerase II (6). Since large

changes in DNA repair aeem to result in several orders of magnitude higher

cancer risk, small changes may also have significant effects.

A variety of isolated reports indicate that several factors varying

within the human population affect the repair of DNA damage. In some cases,
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significant variation has been documented, but the factors underlying this

variation have not been identified. We have found extensive variation among

normal people in the abilities of extracts of their lymphocytes to remove the

putative mutagenic and carcinogenic alkylation product O6-methylguanlne, and

have evidence to show that repair capacity In lymphocytes can be enhanced by

PHA stimulation (7).

A number of recent investigations have correlated chronic diseases with

effects on unscheduled DNA synthesis in lymphocytes treated with radiation or

chemicals. For example, DNA repair after UV-irradiatlon is less in

individuals with actinic keratosis than in normal people (8) and is also less

in lymphocytes of patients with recurrent herpes simplex infection (9). Fero,

et al. (10) demonstrated that lymphocytes from persons with high blood

pressure were more susceptible to damage from NA-AAF

(N-acetoxy-2-acetyl-aminofluorene) treatment than those of persons with

average blood pressures. The hypertensive subjects showed more repair, which

seemed to have resulted from higher levels of NA-AAF damage per unit dose;

there were equal amounts of repair per unit damage.

Age also apparently affects some aspects of DNA repair. Lambert et al.

(11) showed an association, although a weak one, between repair in lymphocytes

after UV-lrradiation in vitro and age of the donor, with older people having

less repair. Moreover, Schneider (12) reported that age affects the level of

chemically-induced SCE. In addition to age, there are reports of sex

differences in spontaneous SCE frequencies (13,14). There Is also a

suggestion that race may be a factor in the level of measured SCE (15).
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Life-style factors also Influence unscheduled DMA synthesis. Madden et

•1. (16) showed that leukocytes of smokers and drug addicts had less UDS after

UV treatment than did controls. Furthermore, Chen et al. demonstrated

increased chromosomal aberration frequencies in smokers compared to nonsmokers

when the cells were grown in folate deficient medium (17). The increased

aberration frequencies were found to be correlated with reduced serum folate

levels among smokers. The striking thing about most of these studies is not

so nuch the correlations that are made with characteristics of the

individuals, but the large variation — several-fold — among apparently

normal individuals in the populations.

We are currently engaged in a long-term project to measure this variation

by analyzing the effects of UV, X-rays, MNNG, and mitomycin C on lymphocyte

cultures from a large sample of apparently normal individuals. The endpoints

include unscheduled DNA synthesis, sister chromatid exchanges (SCE), formation

of micronuclei, and O^-methylguanine methyl transferase activity.

METHODS

I. Population

Persons sampled are volunteers from among the employees of Brookhaven

National Laboratory. The only exclusion criteria are previous chemotherapy or

radiotherapy. Participants fill out a 4-page questionnaire containing

standard demographic information, brief medical history, and a brief

employment history which is primarily concerned with long-term use of

radioactive and chemical substances on the job.
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II. Unscheduled DNA Synthesis

DNA repair is estimated by measuring unscheduled DNA synthesis in treated

lymphocytes using autoradiography. Autoradiography of Ĝ  lymphocytes

pulse-labeled with ^H-thyraidine allows the determination, by grain counting,

of variability in the amount of repair synthesis among cel ls within individual

samples. The repair measurements are mads on both stimulated and unstimulated

cel ls so that we can assess the effect o.f PHA on repair processes. Extracts

of lymphocyte cultures are also assayed for the level of protein able to

accept the methyl group from O^-methylguanine.

III. SCE

Sister chromatid exchanges induced by MNNG or mitomycin C are monitored

in peripheral whole blood cultures. Cultures are exposed to 6 urn MNHG

(N-methyl-N-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine) prior to and 48 hours after

phytohemagglutinin (PHA) stimulation. This protocol evaluates frequencies of

sister chromatid exchanges induced by MNNG in lymphocytes during GQ, and while

cycling as well as the background frequency in solvent controls.

The frequencies of SCE's produced by a four-hour exposure to 0.5 urn

mitomycin C prior to PHA stimulation are also measured. We are attempting to

confirm the previous finding that a caffeine sensitive repair system affects

the frequencies of mitomycin C-induced SCE's and to determine the variability

of the efficacy of this system among individuals (18).
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IV. X-ray sensitivity

Ionizing radiation sensitivity is measured by the frequency of occurrence

of mieronuclei in whole blood cultures exposed to 3 Gy of 250 Kvp X-rays prior

to PHA stimulation and harvested after 72 hours. Since the frequency of

micronuclei depends upon the nusnber of In vitro cell divisions subsequent to

exposure, a parallel group of cultures are grown and stained by the

BrdU-Hoechst 33253~Giemsa method, so that we can assess the number of first,

second, third, and greater than third division metaphases. These values are

used to calculate the replicative index (19), which is used to adjust the

data.

RESULTS

I. Unscheduled DNA synthesis

Table 1 shows the mean grain counts for control And UV-treated cultures,

as well as the control + PHA and UV + PHA treated cultures. It is obvious

that the increase in grain count between the control and the PHA control is

statistically significant, but the difference between the UV alone and the PHA

+ UV is not. The ranges of the distributions for the UV-irradiated cultures

are very wide; the increase due to UV treatment ranged from 1.5 to 120 fold in

cultures with no PHA and from 3 to 44 fold in cultures with PHA. (data not

shown)

T-tests on control and UV irradiated mean grain counts, both with and

without the addition of PHA, show there is no significant difference between
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males and females or between smokers and nonsmokers. In addition, there is no

significant effect of age on either of the control or UV-treated groups (p _>.

.57).

II. X-ray sensitivity (micronucleus formation)

Thirty cases have been scored for micronuclei among control cultures; 29

cases have been scored among irradiated cultures. There are no significant

differences between males and females in total micronuclei counted, either in

control (p«.48) or irradiated (p».76) cultures. Neither were there any

significant differences between smokers and nonsmokers (p-.66). However, the

small number of current cigarette smokers (six) in the present sample makes it

possible that an effect is being overlooked.

One major issue regarding the use of micronuclei to estimate individual

sensitivity to irradiation is the large effect on the number of micronuclei

observed caused by radiation-induced cell cycle delay. In an effort to adjust

for this, we have calculated the replicative index for each control and

irradiated culture, and adjusted the total micronuclei count for this delay.

The effect of this adjustment on the standard deviation of these distributions

is striking, as is shown in Table 2. By substantially reducing the variance

of this measurement, but not the mean, in the population, this adjustment

should make possible a real discrimination of persons who are in the extremes

of the distribution.
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III. Sensitivity to chemical mutagens (SCE's)

SCE's have been scored for lymphocyte cultures treated with MNNG or with

mitomycin C. Table 4 shows the means, SEN's, and ranges of these

measurements.

In mitomycin C-treated cultures, we find a large increase in SCE

frequency if ceils are incubated in caffeine (36.8 compared to 27.2); but

this difference may be accounted for by the increase in frequency in control

cultures incubated in caffeine (18.5 compared to 10.4). Thus there seems to

be only an additive effect, and no interaction, between mitomycin C and

caffeine.

The stage of the cell cycle in which cells are treated with MNNG has a

significant effect on the SCE frequency. After subtraction of the control

value, the treated cycling cells have almost three tines the frequency of

treated GQ cells.

The effect of cigarette smoking on SCE is well documented. However,

in this study, although cigarette smokers showed a higher frequency of SCE

than nonsmokers in all treatment groups except that of caffeine alone, none of

these increases were significant at the 5 percent level. The small number of

smokers in this sample undoubtedly contributes to this finding.
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Based on data we have analyzed from other projects (13), w« expected the

SCE frequency to be affected by age, white blood count, and possibly sex. We

found no differences between males and females In any treatment group. The

only treatment group to show significant effects of age (p-.Ol) were the

cycling cells treated with MNNG. There was, however, a consistent downward

trend of SCE with increasing age in all other treatment groups. In addition,

the cycling cells treated with MNNG was the only group to show a significant

relationship to WBC (r • .63, p<.001).

DISCUSSION

An understanding of the variation in the abilities of apparently normal

individuals to repair physical and chemical damage to their DNA is important

to further evaluate the role of these repair processes In individual

susceptibility to specific toxic agents as well as to certain disease

processes. Identifying intrinsic sources of variation, such as age, sex, and

race is important for the appropriate extrapolation of research findings to a

"general" population that probably is composed of many sub-populations, each

with its own range of susceptibilities.

Our efforts have been directed to obtaining estimates of the means,

standard deviations, and ranges of various DNA damage/repair measurements.

With these estimates, we hope to identify individuals whose lymphocytes show

large deviations from the means of these measurements. This group can then be

followed in an attempt to answer the following questions:
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1. Do fibroblasts cultured from these Individuals also deviate from

average? Are the responses of lymphocytes good indicators of the

responses of other tissues?

2. Can diet or life-style alter the cytogenetic responses to environmental

agents, or affect DNA-rep&ir capacities?

3. Are deviant responses of lymphocytes predictors of disease or enhanced

cancer risk?

Our findings so far do not indicate that there are significant

differences between sexes in the end-points we have chosen to measure. Our

lack of significant results concerning cigarette smoking and SCE is almost

certainly due to the small number of cigarette smokers in this population

sample. The lack of effect of age on these repair processes can be viewed as

possibly due to the limited age range of the sample (18.2 - 56.6 years) or due

to a sample size inadequate for detecting a small effect. We are currently

evaluating the effects of prescription drug usage, occupational exposure to

radiation sources and solvents, as well as family history of cancer in an

effort to identify other factors that may be contributing to the population's

wide range of responses to toxic agents.
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TABLE 1

UDS - MEANS OF GRAIN COUNT BY TREATMENT

No PHA

Control

N Mean

29 0.9

Standard
Deviation

0.9

Range

0 - 4.9

Mean
Percentage Increase

12-fold

UV-treated 29 11.5 4.4 1.4-19.5

+ PHA

Control 29 1.5 0.9 0.3- 4.5
7-fold

UV-treated 30 12.6 6.3 0.6-27.9
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TABLE 2

MICRONUCLEI - SENSITIVITY TO IONIZING RADIATION

Mean number of micronuclei counted in 1000 cells

Control

3 Gray

3 Gray
(adjusted
cell cycle

for
delay)

H
30

29

20

Mean micronuclei

14.

147.

145.

SEM

2.

11.

1.

4

20

136

Range

. - 55.

. -255.

. -158.
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TABLE 3

SCE - SENSITIVITY TO CHEMICAL MUTAGENS

Mean SEM Range

Treatment Group

Control - MNNG

MNNC - GQ

MNNG - Cycling

Control - Mit. C

Mitomycin C

Mit.C + Caffeine

Caffeine (0.77 mM)

35

36

31

32

30

18

22

9.28

12.81

19.42

10.45

27.24

36.78

18.55

0.30

0.65

0.77

0.37

1.02

1.80

1.37

6.

8.

12.

6.

12.

15.

9.

52-14.32

68-29.32

80-30.88

12-15.60

32-35.52

60-50.60

00-36.35
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ESTIMATING THE RADIATION INDUCED GERMINAL GENE MUTATION
RATE: CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

Harvey W. Mohrenweiser
University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-0618

A major problem encountered in estimating a germinal gene mutation

rate . is the rarity of rautational events, accompanied by an inability to

obtain a significantly large data base from each proband and thus the

necessity for a very large cohort for study. It has been difficult,

therefore, to develop a benchmark, based upon human data, for estimating

the increase in mutation rate associated with exposure to a mutagenic

agent. Three points, relative to this problem, namely the current

status of human mutations studies, lessions from experimental models and

possible future techniques will be briefly described in this overview.

Current Status of Human Mutation Studies: Current estimates of the

germinal mutation rate in man are derived from three general approaches.

The sentinal phenotype approach monitors the frequency of occurrence of

a series of sex linked recessive and dominantly expressed genetic traits

that are easily recognized and associated with infertility (1). Among

the loci screened, wide variations in the mutation rate are observed but

the current estimate, based upon the average rate at 15-18 loci, is 2.0

x 10 per locus per generation. A second approach has monitored a

series of population characteristics such as -sex ratio, early death,

etc., each of which have a genetic component. This approach suggests a

background mutation rate which is responsible for 1 death in every 400

livebirths in Japan (2).

Recently, biochemical techniques, specifically electrophoresis and

quantitative enzyme assay procedures, have been employed in studies to

estimate human mutation rates. Electrophoretic techniques have been

employed in studies in the United Kingdom (3), Germany (4, Altland,

personal communication), Japan (5) and the United States (6). Seven
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mutations, giving rise to proteins with altered electrophoretic mobility

have been identified in approximately 1.5 x 10 locus determinations;

the estimated mutation rate is 0.4 x 10" . This estimate is not

significantly different from the value of 0.3 x 10 obtained from a

study of hemoglobin variants (7).

A smaller data base from studies in Germany (8), United States

(6,9) and Japan (10,11) is available for estimating the frequency of

mutations which give rise to the absence of functional protein. This

class of mutation would result from molecular events in addition to some

base substitutions, including deletions and rearrangements (9).

Approximately 125,000 locus determinations have been completed, in these

three studies, without the identification of a mutational event. [If

one mutation had been detected, the rate would be 0.8 x 10 ].

Efforts to estimate the induced mutation rate in man are limited.

No evidence for induced mutations, using sentinel phenotypes as the

endpoints, was observed in the offspring of cancer patients (12). The

RERF study has reported a positive but nonsignificant relationship

between both untoward pregnancy outcome and F. mortality and parental

exposure (2). Biochemical endpoints have also been employed in these

studies. Three electrophoretic mobility mutants have been detected in

725,587 locus tests for a mutation frequency of 0.4 x 10 , a frequency

which is similar that observed in the control group (3 in 539,170 locus

tests) (11). One enzyme deficiency mutant has been identified in 55,696

determinations, for a mutation rate of 1.8 x 10 (11). No null

mutations were observed in a similar number of determinations in the

control group studied at RERF nor have any enzyme deficiency mutations

been detected in other studies of unexposed individuals, as noted above.
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There should be no disagreement that radiation is an agent that induces

germinal gene mutations in man. The significant question is the

relationship between exposure and increased genetic risk and

subsequently, the relationship between increased mutation rates and the

health burden to the individual and society.

The currently estimated gonadal doubling dose for genetic damage in

man is 40 rem and is largely derived from mouse data (13,14). It has

been suggested that the human may be more resistent to radiation induced

genetic damage than is the mouse (2). But, in the absence of an

appropriate data base from humans as a reference point, it is really

impossible to refine the current estimate of the risk to man much beyond

current standards.

Germinal Mutations in Model Systems; An extensive data base is available

on the radiation induced mutation rate in mice. This data, especially

with the visible specific locus assay (15) and the skeletal malformation

endpoints (16) are the primary basis for the current estimate of 40 rem

for the genetic doubling dose for man (13,14). Less data are available

using the biochemical endpoints, especially for radiation exposure,

although the data provide insight into the molecular basis for mutation

and the importance of endpoint selection in a monitoring effort. First,

following treatment with a series of chemical mutagens, approximately

50% of the mutations are associated with the loss of protein or protein

function (17-20). This is a class of genetic variation which has the

potential for significant health consequences in the hemizygous or

homozygous individual (9,21). Secondly, the null to electromorph ratio

is increased, as is the mutation rate, in the offspring of radiation

treated mice or Drosophila, relative to the ratio in offspring of
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chemically treated individuals or controls (22-24). Thus radiation, not

only increases the nutation rate but also induces a class

(predominantly) of recessively inherited traits with potental health

significance.

Future Directions; Any effort to estimate a human mutation rate must

recognize that germinal mutations are rare events. Secondly, the

exposed populations are usually small, at least relative to the number

of observations necessary for detecting a mutation. Thus, it is

critical to obtain a significant amount of data from each proband.

Several potential approaches have recently been proposed for obtaining a

data base of the necessary scale.

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis techniques have been used

extensively to study cellular proteins. This technique separates the

proteins of the cell on the basis of isoelectric point and molecular

weight. Although not all proteins which can be detected on a gel would

be suitable for inclusion in a mutation monitoring protocol, it is

potentially possible to study the products of several hundreds of gene

products for mutations which result in proteins with altered

electrophoretic mobilities (25). The 2-D gel electrophoresis techniques

have been employed to detect germinal mutations in mice (26) and also to

detect mutations in ENU treated human somatic cells (Hanash, personal

communication). Significant progress has been made in automated

analysis of the positions of the proteins on the gel (27) and

computerized image analysis may make it possible to identify null as

well as mobility variants by 2-D gel analysis.

The second general approach is less defined at this time but is

built upon the recently developed molecular techniques for the study of
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DNA organization and sequence. The potential techniques were summarized

at a recent conference by Oelehanty et al. (28). They were also

reviewed in the recent Office of Technology Assessment report on

"Technologies for detecting heritable mutations in human beings" (29).

These two documents are a description and discussion of a series of

molecular techniques which could be used for detecting mutations. Also,

restriction enzyme mapping, with a limited number of enzymes and a large

battery of probes, has been proposed as a method for the detection of

insertion/deletion/rearrangement mutations (30). As much of the

radiation induced damage is assumed to involve the deletion or

rearrangement of genetic material (31), this approach could be

especially useful in studies of radiation exposed populations.

An advantage of both the biochemical and molecular approaches to

the study of mutation rates in humans is that the same approaches, with

the same endpoints (same loci), can be employed in experimental systems.

This has already been accomplished in mice (17-20) and man (5,6,9,11)

with the one-dimensional electrophoresis and quantitative enzyme assay

approach. The 2-D gel electrophoresis and the molecular approaches that

are eventually developed and which could be used for monitoring human

populations, could also be employed in studies of mice or somatic cells.

This would be a significant step in providing a data base, especially

when coupled to comparable indicators of exposure, for estimating

genetic risk in humans by extrapolation from lower organisms and other

predictive systems.
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PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

(Compiled by the ad hoc Conmittee)

Specific Biological Problems

1. Studies of the factors that Influence expression of initial events

require the application of new techniques, i.e., the introduction of

specific genes into cells and into ova. The use of transgenic mice

promises the possibility of studying the role of host factors on

expression of genes and oncogenes that are relevant to radiation-induced

cancer.

2. Studies of repair of the initial events involved in cancer. Is oncogene

activation reversible? Is anti-oncogene lnactivation reversible?

3. Determine the size and number of targets involved in radiation-induced

cancer.

4. Determine the cell-stage susceptibility for malignant transformation.

5. Data are required about the induction of cancer at low dose rates, for

both low- and high-LET radiations.

6. Obtain the necessary data and formulate a model, or mathematical

description, of neutron dose-response relationships for the induction of

cancer. The initial part of the curve may be linear and the curve bends,

but no single description of complete curves has been derived.

7. Studies of protraction with both low- and high-LET radiations: if low

dose-rate exposures are extended over time with mounting total doses,

does additivity hold? There are no general models of fractionation

effects.

8. Studies on age dependency of susceptibility.
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9. Does a long latent period mean that the expression of initiated and

potential cancer cells is suppressed? If so, how?

10. We have risk estimates for very few organs, even from experimental

work. This should be remedied.

11. Development of methods of extrapolation across species are needed.

12. Endpoints that relate to mutagenesis and transformation, should be used

to study the action of radiation (high- and low-LET) in combination with

other physical and chemical agents of special as pollutants in the

environment. Supra-additivity may be a special feature of combined

effects.

13. The incidence of transformation induced by a given dose of radiation can

be altered dramatically by factors such as the division and nutritional

status of the cell. These can be greatly modified by the levels of

hormones. These "biological factors" are of much greater influence on

transformation incidence (and carcinogenesis in animals) than changes of

radiation quality, but are poorly understood.

Chromosomes

A major thrust is warranted towards new and better imaging techniques for

chromosome studies. Integration of cytogenetics with molecular studies will

clearly lead to major advances in this field.

Along with the utilization of the newer techniques in molecular biology

and cytogenetics, it should be recognized that the dramatic advances in cancer

biology in recent years came about by interactions between the disciplines.

In order to establish an understanding of mechanisms, knowledge of the basis

of the initiation and development of radiogenic change at the single cell

level predetermines the later recognition of change in cell populations.

Evaluation of the spectrum of damage and the distribution and interaction of

such damage in individual cells exposed to well characterized radiations will

further understanding. Since there are clear differences between cell types,
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establishing sensitivities will require study of a range of cell types, at

different stages of the cell cycle and ascertaining both frequencies and

spectra of changes. Such changes can differential1/ result in later lethality

or enhance oncogenic or rautational consequences.

Two specific areas are of particular current importance.

1. Malignancy signatures. At the present time there is no way to know

whether a given malignancy is "spontaneous", radiation induced or caused

by a chemical or virus. There are some indications that the oncogene

profile of a given cancer or leukemia may give some clue to its origin.

Alternatively, specific chromosome translocations are more likely to be

caused by one means or another. This would be a fruitful area for

research and would impact on the concept of attributable risk.

2. Determine whether the known association between specific chromosome

aberrations and specific leukemias (and solid cancers) is a causal

relationship and whether radiation-induced specific aberrations are

causally related to specific leukemias.

Myeloid leukemia in mice provides an ideal test system. The

findings, together with other studies, can also contribute to an

understanding of extrapolation across species.

Energy Deposition at the Molecular and Cellular Level

1. Different radiation fields usually have different biological radiation

effects. These differences can only be due to differences in the primary

track structures of charged particles. It should be investigated which

properties of these primary event pattern essentially determine the type

and severity of biological radiation action.

2. For charged particle track structure calculations concerning biological

effects of radon daughter products, of neutrons, and of fast therapy

ions, better knowledge is required regarding the energy and momentum

transfer cross sections to target electrons and atoms from heavy charged
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particles in condensed matter, in particular at medium and low energies.

3. Slow secondary electrons (<_ 100 eV) play an important role in track

formation. Better information is needed on their production cross

sections by primary charged particles, their interaction processes during

slowing down and their fate at thermal energies in matter of biological

importance (recombination, attachment, hydratisation, etc.).

4. Energy absorption from incoming charged particles in condensed matter can

excite collective reactions of target electrons leading to fast

delocalization of transferred energy quanta. The importance of such

collective responses in cellular materials should be determined.

5. Whereas at least some information is available about the probability per

path segment for the incoming radition to transfer a certain energy and

momentum quantum to target matter leading to transient excitations, much

less is known about the nature and location of primary chemical species

produced by the subsequent decay of such excited states of biological

molecules in situ, i.e., in a cell. Since these primary chemical species

represent the essential starting points for all later chemical,

biological and, finally, medical reactions, high emphasis should be put

on the determination of these decay modes (e.g., dissociation,

ionization) of molecules of radiation biological importance after a given

energy absorption.

6. Since dosimetric quantities are not sufficient to characterize the impact

of irradiation on biological objects, one should search for better

quantities useful for classification of radiation action ("quality") to

be able to intercompare the effects of different radiation fields.

7. Technical radiation protection instruments should then be developed which

permit directly or indirectly the measurement of these relevant

quantities in a mixed radiation field.
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While there is an abundance of models Involving cell lethality, these are

few for cell transformation or carclnogenesis In whole-animals. The ultimate

aim must be an ambitious program to model cancer in the whole organism,

starting from energy deposition and molecular changes, through cellular

effects to the whole organism. This requires incorporating the modulating

influence of hormones, cell to cell contact, physiology, etc. This is the

major challenge of the modelling field.

DNA Damage Due to Radical Production

Over the last decade or so, a lot of attention has been paid to the

mechanism of damage to a DNA molecule by radicals produced from the radiolysis

of water. From numerous experimental data, the role of these radicals

(•OH, -H, and e ) and their various sites of attack on the polymer chain are

becoming more and more apparent. It Is expected that within a few years from

now, further clarification will be sought with respect to additional details

regarding this "indirect" action of ionizing radiation. One of the key

questions that needs to be addressed immediately is the quantitative

relationship between the production of strand breaks and the release of

bases. From our present understanding of the mechanism of damage, for every

strand break produced by a hydroxyl radical, there is a corresponding release

of an undamaged base in presence of oxygen. However, this hypothesis has not

been proven by experimental measurements. The measurements must be made under

alkaline conditions so that the "latent" strand breaks under neutral

conditions are also expressed. The result of this particular measurement is

going to be the most critical deciding factor for future direction of research

in this area.

Another important question regarding the mechanism of the production of

double strand breaks by the "indirect" action needs to be clarified through

future studies. Most people believe that the attack by two hydroxyl radicals

on the opposite strands leads to the creation of double strand breaks.

However, theoretical calculation based on this hypothesis leads to the yields

of double strand breaks which are several orders of magnitude less than the

experimentally measured values. It may be that the secondary radicals are
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involved in the production of double strand breaks. This aspect of our

understanding has to be investigated through experimental measurements and

theoretical calculations. The in vitro system has to be chosen properly in

the sense that it represents a concentrated scavenger system as encountered in

a cellular environment.

Thus, with respect to the "indirect action" mechanism involving damage

production by water radicals, the two most important questions for future

studies are: (1) What Is the quantitative correlation between the production

of strand breaks and the release of undamaged bases? (2) What is the

mechanism for the production of double strand breaks?

Another aspect of radical damage involves the deposition of energy

directly on the DNA molecule by charged particle tracks. This is generally

referred to as the "direct action" mechanism. Most of the information

available with respect to this mechanism is from DNA crystals and the extent

of their validity in the case of cellular DNA is rather speculative.

Information is also available on direct effects from In vitro systems having a

very high scavenger concentration. In such a system, It has been hoped that

the scavenger forbids any interaction between >0H and DNA and hence any

measured damage is due to direct effects only. However, it is not clear at

all regarding the possible complications due to the presence of a very high

scavenger concentration and Its Interaction with radiation field. This

question has not been addressed properly.

In view of these difficulties, the future research effort in this area

may have to be directed through a theoretical approach. Yields of specific

products need to be calculated which then should be verified by experimental

measurements. The selection of products must be made to correlate with the

direct action only, i.e., the products must be formed without any OH

interaction. Thus, with respect to "direct action" mechanism the important

questions need to be addressed in future are: (1) How many ways a sugar

molecule can be damaged (de-protonatlon, cleavage of the c-c bond, etc.) by

the direct deposition of radiation energy? (2) What are the relative

probabilities of the different possibilities of damage as a function of LET?

(3) What happens to the bases (purine and pyrimidine) when energy is deposited

directly on them?

The above-mentioned questions for the "indirect" and "direct" action
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mechanisms must be understood through future research. Unless we know these

answers, we will not be in a position to determine the chemical nature of

initial (~ 10 sec.) lesions which ultimately decides the characteristics of

damage that have to bf reparied by the enzymes at a later time.

Molecular Changes in DNA and Repair Processes

Experimental approaches to many important mechanistic questions about the

relationships among energy deposition, DNA damage induction, DNA repair and

their biological consequences are presently feasible or soon will be. Future

research directions should include the following. Continued improvement and

refinement of the techniques for detection of chemically distinct DNA lesions

a low doses will be required. The spectrum and distribution of specific DNA

lesions before and after irradiation as a function of dose, dose rate, energy

deposition profiles and state of cellular differentiation should be

emphasized. Particular attention should be given to the kinetics of DNA

removal because time to repair appears to be important for many biological

phenomena. The influence of specific chemical- or radiation-induced DNA

damage products in a domain on the spectrum and distribution of the subsequent

radiation damage induced in that domain should be explored. The use of well-

defined repair deficient mutants and molecular biology techniques to isolate

repair genes and products, assess lesion induction and removal from active and

inactive genes and determine the role of base sequence and conformation on

induction and removal of chemically distinct lesions should be vigorously

pursued. Information on the mechanisms by which the Intracellular and

extracellular environment modify the spectrum or distribution of DNA lesions,

and the biological consequences of these modifications over prolonged periods

of time should be developed. Finally, evidence should be sought for the long

term accumulation of residual unrepaired lesions in dividing and nondividing

cells.

Although these mechanistic studies may not significantly alter present

risk assessment values by themselves, they may provide valuable information to

design interventions that could ultimately reduce the long terra risks

associated with exposure to ionizing radiation.
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